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Chapter I 
PURPOSE, METHOD, SCOPE AND LDKITATIONS OF STUDY 
Purpose 
The parent-child relationship is generally agreed to 
play an important role in determining personality. Since an 
individual frequently carries that personality with him over 
into the rearing of his own children, it is in the parent-chil 
relationship of two generations that the writer wishes to seek 
for some of the answers as to how children may in some ways 
be like or unlike their parents - as to how the mother-child 
relationship of the first generation may carry over to the 
second. 
In this thesis then, the writer will attempt to investi-
gate the relationships of two generations of mothers with 
their own children who were seen at the Judge Eaker Guidance 
center, with the following questions in mind: 
1. What were the attitudes of the maternal -grandmothers 
(the mother's mother) to the mother? 
2. What were the attitudes of the mothers to their own 
children when they were later studied at the clinic~ 
3 . How is the mother's relationship with her own mother 
reflected in her own personality and in her perception of 
her child? 
4 . How can this be seen in her handling of the child? 
l 
(By percept i.on is meant: does the mother perceive her child 
as a loved or b~ted object? What is the basic feeling for 
the child, and how is this observed in her handling of the 
child?) 
Method and Scope 
Thirty case records of two generations of mothers and 
their children, fifteen pairs of such cases that were seen at 
the Judge Baker from 1918 - 1947 affords one an excellent 
opportunity to study and compare the maternal attitudes of two 
genera t ions • 
All cases were studied in which a mother previously known 
to the clinic later became a mother referring her own child. 
cases were abstracted according to a schedule (see appendix), 
and presented in pairs. Information was gathered from histor-
ies, interviews with mothers and children, letters and reports 
in the records, psychiatric and social worker 's interpretations 
were considered in the evaluation of material. 
The writer used the following system of maternal attitudes 
to classify the material: 
1. Accepting or rejecting - to denote the basic feeling 
of love or hate, or attitude to the child. (The term 
ambivalent will be annexed to either accepting or rejecting 
when it is difficult to determine whether love or hate is 
more pronounced or inconsistent. It must be understood that 
ambivalence always exists in mother-child relationships, but 
2 
t h e writer is deali:.n. g here with degree . For purposes of 
classification, either accepta nce or rejection must be 
decided on as more basic in the relationship . ) 
2. a) Dominant, democratic~, indul gent. 
b) Q_yer- protective, casual or neglectful - to denote 
the predominant handling of the child. 
This system of cla ssification requires some defi..11.itions: 
1 . Acceptin g indicates ba sic love for the child, interest ! 
affection, underst;anding and warmth. 
2. Rejecting indicates basic hostility toward the child, 
lack of inte rest, severe criticism and punishment; the child 
may be basically ~nwanted . 
3 . Dominant implies control of , and planning of the 
ch ild's life; too high S. t andards or ambitions for the child; 
dissatisfaction with the child as h e is . 1 
4 . Democratic i..ndicates a basic acceptance of the ch ild 
as he is; a consideration of both the child ' s and parent ' s 
needs . Mother is fair and gu iding, rather than controllin g of , 
or submiSsive to child . Child participates in family deci-
sions a s an individual. 2 
5. · Indulgent implies a subnission to the child, ca tering 
I 
I 
1 Maslow and Mittle:rnan , Principles of Ab:n.orma.l 
New York, Harper and Bros., 1941, p . 247 - ~ 
Psy ch.olo €!:! ' 
2 Cole, Luella, Psychology of Adolescence, New York , 
Rhinehart & co . , Inc., 1:948 , p . 2'7tf --
3 
to his whims and demands; home life revolves around the 
child; the mother smothers the child with affect ion , tries 
to live through him. 
6 . Over- protective implies a spoiling or tabying of the 
child . According to David Levy3 , it is seen in: 
a) Exqessive contact between mother a nd child . 
b) Prolongation of infantile care . 
c) · Prevention of independent behavior. 
d) Lack or excess of maternal control; inconsistency 
between submission and domination . 
7 . casual implies a mild indifference; mother doesn't 
worry too much about the ch ild, but is not neglectful; be-
lieves in freedom for child . 4 
8. Neglectful indicates complete indifference to child ' s 
needs; l ack of responsib ility for him; mother a ctually doesn' 
want the child around , prefers him out of the way; often 
accompanied by parental incompetence . 
Limitations 
The system of classification above described involves 
certain 1 imitations: 
1 . Classification of maternal attitudes mus·t negle ct the 
influence of other people on the child's life; maternal 
attitudes may change in the course of life, and may differ 
3 Levy, David, Matern.al Over-protection , New York , 
Columbia University Press, 19'43 
4 Cole, Op . Cit . , p. 277 
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toward different aspects of the child's behavior. 
2. Man i fes t attitudes or handling of the child may dis-
quise many deeper feelings, fo r example: over-protection may 
subtly · cover up basic reject ion. 
3. Degree of acceptance o r r ejection is difficult to de-
ter-mine as inconsistency and ambivalence is present . 
However, despite these dif f iculties, it is possible to 
detect over-all consistencies in maternal attitudes which 
justify a rou gh classification. 5 Th e question of degree or 
severity is of the utmost importance . In determining degree , 
rGordon Hamilton adds a clarifying not e: 6 
Thousands of women who dislike domestic duties, and are 
irritable with their children, may appear to be rejecting 
mothers but actually are not so , and rarely come to 
guidance clinics. Just as it is normal for children 
to like and dislike one's parents , so it is norm.al for 
parents to have negative and positive feelings for their 
offspring. Probably there are no mothers , certainly 
very few, with no feelings of love for the child. Most 
mothers feel •guilty when they have moments of natu r-al 
hostility towa rds their childr en. But the mother who 
real ly rejects her child continually feels resent f ul 
and so continues to punish him or herself. 
The limitations on classification can then be somewhat 
overcome. A limitation implied therein is the necessary amount 
5 W'h ite, Robert , 'rhe Abnormal Personality , New York, 
Ronald press Go., 1948. -v. 133 
6 Hamilton, C~rdon , Psychotherapy in Child Guidance, 
New York, Columbia University Press, 1~4'7:'" P. 280 
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of subjectivity on the part of the writer in deciding which 
attitudes seem prominent. The writer a hall attempt to be 
guided by objective material in the record , and by psychiatric 
and case work evaluations. 
Another limitation is that of the material in the recordS 
in some, the scantness of material on the mother-child rela-
tions hip, in others, the over-abundance of material and inter-
pretations and hence, lack of clarity. 
Another ·limitation is that the records in the study cover 
a wide range of years, 1918 - 1947, and hence the kind of 
· infor.ma t ion and recording has changed; thus, insofar as poss i-
ble, it will be necessary to judge attitudes by the objective 
facts in the record - usually information on how the child was 
handled by the parent. 
Another limita·tion is that an attempt is being made to 
isolate one area of what is a very broad subject - to see if 
there is any carry-over of maternal attitudes from one genera-
tion to the next and if so, wbat kind. The mother-child 
relationship plays only one, but a very important part in the 
development of personality, and it is by no means the only 
relationship responsible for the mother's later relationship 
with her own child. Also other factors; the marital relation-
ship, psychological, social, cultural and economic factors all 
play a role in shaping the mother's attitude to her child. 
Furthermore, so much is involved in the mother's perception Of 
6 
past relationships and of her child, on an unconscious level, 
that only extensive psychiatric study could investigate the 
deeper elements of this topic. 
Another factor that must be overlooked in this study is 
the effect of treatment of the first generation. The majority 
of mothers, when seen as children, were studied diagnost icall;y·; 
and did not receive treatment. However, a few did receive 
extensive psychiatric or case work treatment and this undoubt-
edly played some role in reshaping early attitudes; thus their 
future relations hips with their own children might have been 
different if treatment did not occur beforehand. But in a 
study of th:iB nature, this impor•tant factor must be overlooked 
and only the grosser manifestations of attitudes can be con-
s ide red. 
Orga.niza t ion of thesis 
In the remaining chapters, an effort will be made to 
study the problems pres en ted: Chapter II will include as 
background - a h istory and philosophy of the agency. Chapter 
III a theoretical background of the study - a review of the 
literature. Chapter IV - general information and descriptive 
data about the cases under study. Chapter V - charts and 
excerpts from cases illustrating the findings on maternal 
attitudes. Ch'apter VI - case presentations with interpreta-
tions. Chapter VII - s Uinma ry and conclusions .• 
In future chapters, for purposes of clarity, the terms 
7 
m.g.m. will refer to maternal grandmother (the mother's 
mother), m. to mo·ther and ch. to child. 
8 
Chapter II 
BA.CKGROUND OF THE STUDY - A HISTORY AND 
PHILOSOPHY OF THE AGENCY 
For a number of years prior to 1917 the idea of establish-
ing a clinic devoted to the study of children 1 s problems had 
taken hold in the minds of several of Boston 1 s citizens. 
Judge H. B:l.ker, after visiting Dr. Healey's Institute in 
Chicago, recommended the establishment of a small, full-time 
clinic "for the intensive study of baffli.l'lg cases", that were 
seen at the Juvenile Court. After Judge Baker's dea ·th, the 
interest in the possibility of such a clinic was taken up by 
other citizens and a cormnittee headed by Judge cabot was formed 
to promote the idea. This cormnittee managed to arouse further 
interest and to raise money for a clinic, and in 1917 the 
Judge Biker Foundation came into being. Drs. Healey and 
Bronner were brought here from Chicago to head this new setup. 
The early operations of the Judge B:l.ker were headed by a 
small staff in small quarters. The early cases were mainly 
diagnostic studies for the Juvenile Court with recommendations 
given in light of findings. Little treatment was done at 
first, mainly history taking, a few interviews with the child, 
and generally a follow-up study by a social worker. A good 
deal of direct advice was given. 
By 1920 the National Committee on Mental Hygiene had 
become keenly aware of the preventive possibilities of clinical 
9 
work with children. The interest of the Commonwealth Fund was 
awakened and an endowed program of expansion was undertaken. 
An appropriation was made in 1922 f o r the development of case 
studies ·t;o illustrate the ty-pes of problems which might con-
front a clinic, and the methodS of study and treatment which 
l 
could be utilized. 
In 1923 the Yale Instit:;ute of Human Relations and also 
many prominent citizens helped contribute to the support of the 
clinic, enabling it to enlarge its staff and treatment facili-
ties . New and adequate housing was provided. The Center now 
derives one third of its support from the Boa ton Community 
Fund and receives other special grants. A large part of its 
support now comes from Government fundS under the Mental 
Hygiene Act, providing teaching fellowships in psychiatry, 
clinical psychology, and psychiatric social work . With in-
crease in staff, in service, in research, greater unden~tanding 
of causation, and trea ·t:;ment has come: 
The use of inoreas ing number€ of scientific methodS for 
appraisal of physical and mental ~ JGa tus and functioning. 
Expert endocrine studies obtained, more special psycho-
logical tests availabl e , diagnosis of reading disabi l i ty , 
personality and in·terest testing, in recent years enriched 
techniques for $;·tudy of emotional and subtler personality 
characteristics , broadened pos s ibil it ies for deeper 
interpretations of these findings , and of the individual 1 s 
feelL'I'lg re-actions to life experiences .2 
1 The Story of twenty- five years 1917 - 1942, Boston, 
Judge Eaker Guidance center , p . 5 
2 Ibid, p. 3 
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By 1930 many more of the cases seen at the clinic were 
handled on a long-term treatment bas is, rather than for diag-
nostic study alone. 
It became clear that there were great limitations to what 
a clinic could do by way of treatment for the vast major-
ity of court cases - too many have ignorant or vicious 
parents, or come from poor social conditions, or are so 
deeply involved with bad companions that nothing is hope-
ful short of prolonged placement; or s orne local moral 
upheaval. All the ·time, however, through public education 
of various kinds, and particularly through spread of the 
so-called mental hygiene movement, an increasing number 
of children, even severe delinquents have been brought in 
directly by their families. This striking change is evi-
denced by the fact that in 1941 some 70 per cent of the 
496 new ·treatment cases were family referrals. This means 
of course, that it has become mre and more possible to 
continue a treatment program; people no longer bri..ng a 
child in with the openly expressed igea that an examina-
tion will scare him into being good. 
The present statis·tics are s i:milar - 70 per cent private 
r eferrals, 20 per cent from other agencies , 10 per cent from 
the court. The emphasiS has definitely changed from diagnoe is 
to treatment. 
With this changing emphasis has come a change in the roles 
played by the cli..nic team - psychiatrist, psychologist and 
social worke r, changes in dia gnostic thinking. A recognition 
of mul ·tii-causation has always been part of the clinic's thin.k-
ing, though the emphasis on different aspects of causat i on may 
ha. ve changed with incx•eas ing knowl edge. Also an understanding, 
neutral attitude toward the parent and the child has always 
3 Ibid, p . 10 
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ex is ted even though the s tandard.S of the t i111es and development 
of the psychiatric and case work approach may ba ve modified 
the kind and extent of work done with them. 
The social philosophy from the begmnings of the clinic 
up to the present tline has not cl~nged even thou gh theoretical 
knowledge and treatment has been modified: 
what bas changed are changes in methodS and points of 
view about what matters should most deeply concern the 
clinic, experience and accumml.llation of facts ha ving been 
·teachers, and some theoretical considerations having 
instigated change . ·rhe advances in medicine have during 
the period led to an entire reformulation of the natllre 
of certain problems ••• 
The leading principle of child gllidance becomes clear 
through the working methodS of the clinics; it is the 
idea of applying the scientific knowledge that the clinic 
finds available in any field for the purpose of dealing 
with the difficulties of behavior and personalit;y and 
education that children present . Medicine , psychiatry , 
psychology , and psychiatric s oc ia l work j oin hand in hand 
in a unitEJd endeavor to understand and solve the problem • 
herein lies the really unique fact o r of our work.~ 
Through the clinic team, the s tlldy of the many causes of 
behavior - especially the underlying causes in the individual 
h:Lrns elf has been of prime importance . 
Real understanding in every case requires much more than 
what is gained when the fa cts are gleaned throu gh or•dinar:i 
inquiry. It involves knowledge of an interplay of causes 
of the more or: less hidden aspects of pe~onality and 
motive and experience that have been impelling forces in 
the social behavior in question.5 
4 Ibid, p . 6 
5 Healy & Bronner, Harvey Humphrey B9.ker , Boston, Judge 
B:tker Foundation , P . 123 
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That such matters of the deepest concern to the young 
li1dividua1, the family and to society may be understood, 
a technical study must be undertaken . This demands a 
thoroughly sympathetic attitude and a patient gatherin. g 
of facts from the points of view of relatives as well as 
from t he individual in question . It requires a sur@1ing 
up and interpretation of findings a nd facts v1 ith due 
regard to their interrelationships and compara tive 
values . 6 
Both the child ' s point of view and that of the parent 
have always been considered sympathe tically . However, earlier 
the parents were considered part of the child's social environ· 
ment - or aids in contributing to the total understandLYJ.g of 
the problems, to be advised on ·\llrha t was best for the child . 
However, with increased understanding of family interrelation-
ships, of human behavior and of people's response to mere 
suggest ion based on others 1 knowledge , it came to be realiz e d 
that parent 's problems were vitally related to those of the 
child's . The i dea that "the re are no bad children - only bad 
parents ", came to be modifie d to a reco gn ition that both 
parents and children have related and mutually aggravating 
problems , and that parents have problems and needs of their 
own which they are meeting t hrough their children which, if 
unsolved can further ch ild's problems. Treatment of the child 
could not really be effective unless it included treatment of 
the parent . The prime focus of diagn.os is and treatment in the 
6 Ibid., p . 124 
13 
child guidance clil1.ic has become the parent-child relationship 
(most frequently seen, the mother- child relationship), and 
added knowledge of theory and practice of psychiatry has great· l' 
ly enriched the underst;anding and treatment of the parent-chile 
relations hip, always the prime goal being centered toward the 
child. Judge Harvey B:tker's early understanding of the point 
of view of the child and appreciation of the problems of the 
parents7 when he saw them in Court, are now fully recognized 
in psychiatric and case work theory and pre.c·cice. 
7 Ibid., P. 5 
14 
Chapter III 
REVIEW' OF THE LITERATURE: 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF 'rHE 8;TUDY 
In this chapter, the writer is presenting opinions of 
authorities as found in the literature on the carry- over of 
the mother's relations hip with maternal grandmother to her own 
child later. In the discussion, the writer tried to limit the 
study to the mother- child relationships, but often the terms 
parents or child will be used .il.'l a general way, implying that 
what occurs in parent - child relationships in a general way 
occur in the mother-child relationship. It may be necessary 
to refer to the father and maternal grandfather in the picture 
of maternal development, but, by and large, the focus has been 
kept on the original mother- child relationship, the mother ' s 
identification with the maternal granrnmother and the effects 
of this on her future relationship with a child of her own . 
The Ne ed For Love From· The Mother As Underlying The capacity 
To Give Love. 
Most writers will agree on the following two general 
points: 
1. That the early family relationships in the home exert 
a tremendous influence on the development of the child; that 
the parents' attitudes to each other and to the child largel~ 
affect the attitudes he develops to them, to himself, and to 
15 
people and th:ings :in the outs ide world. 
. 
2. That the amount and kind of love that a child experi-
ences in relation to his parents, greatly affects the 
development of ba.sdc attitudes; and that unde rly:ing the kind 
of attitudes one has iS a ba.sic secu rity a nd general pe r son-
ality development which is largely dependent on love. The 
amount of lo ve he receives , in a sense, largely det e rmi.J.1.es 
the amount of love he can give - i.e • direct away from hiS 
own self. 
The need for love begins in the first days or life . 
The r irs t days and weeks and monthS of life are of v i·t;al 
importance not only in nurs :ing e xperience itself, but in 
the attitude of the one who is taki.J.1.g care of the 
child • • • The infant has only one satisfaction: beLng 
fed, and supplemental to it, being in contact with the 
mother and having her affection.l 
It is thiS b~s ic affect ion that provides a kind or basic 
security for the child - so tha t he may learn to tolerate the 
necessary biological fru.strations, wean:Ing , toilet training, 
a nd other frustrations of 11 do's" and 11 don 1 t's 11 that the child 
must, in the process of growing up, receive at the mother's 
banda. The mothe r loves t he child, and the child in turn 
res ponds to this love by wanting to please her; the love re-
ceived in response to the child's attempt to give up certain 
:immediate pleasures, makes the frustration worth the effort . 
1 English and Pearson, Emotional Problems of LivLn g , 
New York, W. w. Norton and Co., me~, 1945, pp. 2T, 22 
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As a result of maternal love, the child learns to attempt 
to refrain from certain activities, to tolerate frustrations 
and dis approval without becoming internally s h.aken, to acquire 
a set of standards and to take over the strength and power or 
the parents through the process of identification, and to 
develop a conscience, by introjection and internaliZation of 
parental attitudes . These normal processes of emotional growtr 
can become retarded or dis tor•ted when the basic requirement of 
maternal love is missing;, or when it is fused with a great deal 
of hostility and incons latency, or severe handling on the pa rt 
of the mother. Under such cond i tions of rejection, the child 
may grow up to be an insecure, internally threatened, emotion-
ally sick adult . 
That this early love affec t;s the child 's later capacity 
to love, and his type of affection:al relationship, is born out 
by Flugel, as he states some of the fundamental conceptions of 
the psycho-analytic school: 
Among these conceptions is that regarding the very 
important part played in the moral and emotional develop-
ment of the child by the psychological factors which 
connect the child with its paren·b, and more, especially, 
by the child ' s feelings of love toward its parents . This 
love is shown to be of exceptional importance for a 
variety of reasons . In the first place ; it constitutes as 
a rule the earliest manifestation of al t ru is tic sent imen·b 
exhibited by the shild, the first direction outwards upon 
an object of the external world of impulses and emotions 
which have hitherto been enlisted solely in the service 
of the child 1 s own immediate needs and gra t if ica t ions. 
As such, it constitut;es in the second place the germ out 
of which all later affections spring, and by which the 
17 
course and nature of these affections are to a large 
extent moulded and determined. Furthermore, (and this 
perhaps is most significant, as it is certainly the most 
startling of Freud 1 s diScoveries in this field) there is 
shown to be no clear cut difference between the nature of 
this early filio-parental affection , and that of the late 
loves of adolescence and adult life.2 
Thuls we see that parental love is largely the bas is for 
the child's ability to love, and shapes his capacit y to form 
and perceive new object relationships . It in a sense deter-
mines his capacity to later love a child of h is own - and 
shapes the way he will perceive that child, who is an extens ior 
of himself and yet another individual. Eut what processes 
occur in the early mother-child relations hip to foster growth 
of the child's capacity to love; to sM.pe the form that that 
love will take; to foster growth of maternal instinct in the 
little girl and the capacity for future mother love in herself? 
a) Early Identification 
The primary psychological process by which these develop-
ments oaeur in the little girl is that of identification with 
her mother. As the infant begins to sense that she is a 
separate entity from the mother, she begins to recognize that 
if she is going to thrive and have her needs gratified she must 
conforra to those in the environment and their expectations. 
As thiS takes place we have the beginning of ego forma-
tion, of the .!_part of the personality. .As time goes on 
2 Flugel, J. c., The psychoanalytical Study of the 
Family, London, Hogarth Press, 1939, p. 8 -----
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the child comes to think of himself as a separate individ-
ual, and during toilet training and the trail1.ing in other 
h.a bits which must be learned during this period, his 
realization of self is enhanced. When he beg:ins to con-
trol some of his behavior in conformity with social demanc 
he be comes to hs. ve vestiges ., at least, of conscience. 
The conscience is still a part of the ego but a special 
part of it. ThiS takes place as a result of the child's 
taking over into himself the wishes and demands of grown-
up people and w done through a process called identifi-
cation ol'' introjection. First the child learns to do 
what is expected of him by reason of his proximity to the 
parent and being told what is expected of him . He takes 
in these ww hes and ideas, makes them a part of his own 
mind and begins to be a better and better trained indi-
vidual. It is this process that is called identifica-
tion. The child identifies with the mother and with what 
she wants . 3 
It iS both through love and f ea r of the mother that the 
child takes over into himself the mother 's standards and ideas . 
fut love provides the incentive. By the same token, through 
ident if icat ion with the mother the little girl developes an 
idea l of what she would like to be like herself . If t he 
mother loves the child, t h is process may go on easily and 
fairly comfortably iil the ch ild, but if' the mother is reject -
ing or ·very ambivalent towards the child, difficulties may 
arise in the child 1_s ass irailation of the mother's standardS; 
she may reject them, or accept them with great guilt and begin 
to see hers elf as the horrible child that the mother sees her 
as; difficulties may arise in wbat the child expects of her-
self, and in what she expects of other people . These diff i-
3 English and Pears on, Op. Cit., P. 58 
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cult ies large ly depend on the way her mother sees her , and on 
the resulting way she sees her mo the r and herself . 
b) Ident if i ca t ion in the Oedipa l Period 
Even when there is normal ma ten1.al love and norma l ident i 
fication with the mother, the situation becomes further compli JJ 
cated during the oedipal period of development , when the 
little girl be gins to show natu ral jealousy and hostility 
toward the mother, in her des ire to possess the father . The 
1 itt le g irl must somehow resolve these feelings· tha t she has 
for both the mother and the fathex' so that she may continu.e 
her earlier identification with the mother and continue her 
growth in the development of mature feminity . '.rne process of 
ident if icat ion with the now hated and envied mother enables 
thiS to take p l ace . 
I-t is quite common for girls to hate their mother for 
bei..ng the l ove object of t he ir father€, but at the same 
time they try to identify with the mothers to resemble 
them, precisely to win the affection of t heir fat hers . 
This is the normal way of attaining womanhood . Gradually 
ha tred is abandoned, and the mothers are retained as 
models of fem inity. 4 
c) Difficulties in. Identification 
If the previous l"elationship with the mother has gone 
well, if the early identification with the mother has pro-
gressed smoothly, and if too many complications do not arise 
4 Deutsch, Helena, The Psycholo gy of Women , Vol. I, 
New York , Grune and S tra tton, 1941, p . 30T 
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at this sta ge in de\te lopment, then the little girl, by con-
t inu ing her ident if ica t ion as thus described, can reaol ve her 
own conflict of love and ha te for the mother . If not, then 
s he may reject he r identification with t he mother (probably 
never' completely) and tend to ident ify with the f athe r in 
favor of t he mother . 
If the p revious relations hip has been poox', if ·the mother 
has not loved the child, she may reject the identification witl 
the mother . How eve r , in a sense, she may also be capable of 
identifying with this rejectin g mother . If one applies Anna 
Freud ' s concept of 11 Identificatioa with the Aggressor" , in a 
speculat ive way, this may be conceivably possible. The little 
g irl might then identify with the hated aspects of her mother , 
feel ha tred for the mother (or even love - if she is too 
guilty and must repress this hate ), a nd ca rry this ha tred and 
these a g::.."es s i ve qualities of the mother in to other relation-
ships in her given 1 ife. She could do t h is as a defense 
a ga :iJ.1.s t the anxiet;y provoked by this rej ecting mother. 
It would seem necessary ·to quote Anna Freud in describing 
this defense mechanism: 
A child introjects some chara ct eristics of an anxiety -
object and so assimila t es an anxiety experience which he 
has undergone . Here , the mechaniSm of iden t if ica t ion or 
int rojection is combined with a second important mecha-
nism. By impersonating the tl@gressor, as suming his attri-
butes or imitatin g his aggression the child transforms 
hims e lf from the pe1"Son threatened into the per€on who 
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makes the threat. 5 
ThuS the child may learn to deal with a rejecting, 
hostile, anxiety producing mother. The child, when she be-
comes a mother, may, through identification with the rejecting 
mother, carry over thiS pattern of reject ion to her own child. 
Serious reject ion usually sterns from the original experi-
ence, now carried over to a second generation. It is not 
thiS child the mother rejects , but th~ child has touched 
off her feeling of being unloved by her own parents, her 
own :irn:.maturity and emotional instability.6 
The mother who violently rejects her own child, accuses 
him of awful things, punishes h:i.xn s:everely, may be really pro-
jecting on to the child her own feelings of being a h/3. ted, awful 
person, unloved by her own mother. She does not have to pro-
teet herself from this child, whom she may say is so terrible, 
but must pro·tect herself from raci..11.g her own inner feelings of 
being unloved, her inner feelings of self depreciation and 
self hate - the feelings which, as Gordon Hamilton states are 
recalled in her by this child. A vicious circle is often built 
up b-y the child, who when rejected, mis behl:tves and gives the 
mother , so it appears, 11 rea l 11 and justifiable reason to punish 
him: 
The child intent ively senses these deeper currents and 
seems to enjoy having his parents upset about him.. 
5 Freud, Anna, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, 
New Yorlc, Interna tionaiUnlvers-rties-"Press, Iric., "'T946, p . 129 
6 Hamilton, Gordon, Op. Cit., p. 277 
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Certamly, with an uncanny accuracy, children reproduce 
what the parents fear most. 7 
The Development of Maternal Attitudes m the Child Through 
The Process of Identification 
Thus far, the process of identification with the mother 
when love is present bas been expla med, and some explanation 
for identification with a rejecting mother, and the carry-over 
of rejection to the second generation has been given . 
The next po m t under cons ide rat ion is to show how, 
throu.gh positive ident if ica t ion with the mother, when normal 
love and some ambivalence are present, the child develops a 
basic maternal mstmct which later blossoms into a capacity 
for motherly love with a child of her own. 
The evidences of identification with the mother can be 
seen early in the childs play. Here in fantasy, the child 
begms to develop motherly tendencies; in the pre-oedipal 
stage in doll play, she conceives of having a child by her-
self; later doll play may include the father in the picture. 
Her play, however, reveals an in teres tmg picture of beginnmg 
identification with her mother's motherly qualities, and of 
her own attempts at conflict solution in relation to the 
mother. The fantasy involved in such play may remain in the 
unconscious of the child, later to play a role in relation to 
her own child. 
7 Hamilton, Gordon, Op. Cit., p. 277 
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Even tliough the mother's activity with regard to her 
child is biologically determined, an infantile pattern 
underlies all motherliness, a pattern that is normally 
preserved throughout all the pl~ses of development and 
that is a prerequisite for later successful achievement 
of a motherly role. 
Even before the little girl has assumed an active atti-
tude toward her father as rep res entative of external 
reality, she is stirred by active ego striving'S through 
which she spontaneously and gradually frees hers elf from 
her passive helpless dependence upon her mother. Moved 
by this urge, she first of all imitates her mother in 
everything, increasingly successful, she be gins gradually 
to r·evers e the roles. :::>he tries energetically to endow 
all the situations of every day life accessible to her 
with this reversed charact er, preferably in games with the 
mother hera elf, and next to the mother, with smaller 
children, dolls • • • The little girl would gladly do to 
her mother everything that her mother does to her and ever 
more, if she could, she would certa.inly, through her own 
infantile aggressions, bring her mother to a condition 
that she violently rejects fol" hen:Jelf. ::lhe often suc-
ceeds in gratifying these aggressive tlmaternal" tendencies 
by means of her doll: to!menting the doll, tearing out or 
breaking its limte, etc.; certainly exceeds identifica-
tion with a mother who is gentle and kindly. 
Wl~t the little girl canno t achieve LD actual fact she 
betrays in her fantasies. Often these begin: "When you 
are little and I am big11 • If one investigates what she 
thinkS will happen then, one dis covers that the little 
girl does not conceive her motherly role as mere reven:J al 
from poss itivity to activity, but uses thiS role in order 
to gratify her aggressive :L11pulses. For instance , in her 
rantas ies, the mother beg ins to grow smaller· and smaller, 
as the child grows bigger and continues to grow smaller 
until she disappears entirely. Childis h fantasy is vast 
and reaches be yond the frontiers of life. Later, when the 
little g irl has achieved real motherhood, these primitive 
aggressions may reappear in relation to her own child.8 
Thus the roots of the little girl's future relations tlip 
with her own child are laid down early; much of these roots are 
8 Deutsch, Helena, Op. Cit., Vol. II, P. 62 
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laid down in the unconscious. The woman, approaching maturity 
and the promise of motherhood i$ in a similar situation as was 
the little g'irl , when in doll play, she identified with her 
mother in preparation for future womanhood. The early identi-
fication with the mother, and the later identification with 
her in rivalry for the fa'ther 1 s love, largely determine her 
concept ion of hers elf, conscious and uncons c ious as a woman 
and future mother, her later conception of her child. wt 
. 
distortions occur in this conception, just as there are dis-
tort ions in the child's concept ion of her mother. The concep-
tion of the mother and the identification with her is not pure 
and simple. 
we tend to forget that in the wide range of child-parent 
relationships developed in the cou:r€e of childhood there 
is no one consolidated idea of the mother or rather. 
There is a beloved mother, a h.ated mother, a sublime 
ideal mother, a disreputable sexual one, a mother who h.as 
castrated the rather, and another one Who has been 
castrated by him, one who bears children, one who kills 
them, one who nourished them, one who poisons them, there 
is ri~al, the personifications of security and protec-
tion . 
Thus, dependent on whether love or hate is more pronounce( 
in the mother ' s attitude to the child, dependent on how she 
treats her child, are the manifold possibilities of identifi-
cation with the mother. (Similarly, t here are many possibili-
ties of identification Yvith the father, which is so greatly 
9 Ibid., Vol. I, p. 7 
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interrelated to the ways in which , and extent to which she 
identifies or rejects ident ificat ion with the mother.) 'rhere 
identifications pave the way to the mothel"'1 S future relation-
ship with her own child, to the wa y in which she reels toward 
him and consequently treats him . The capacity fol'' motherhood 
is rela t ed to the positive identification with the mother. If 
she rejects this identification she may fear her own capacity 
f o r motherhood, and if she has been deprived of love hers elf, 
she may lack the capacity to direct love away from hers elf to 
her child . When pregnant, she may reject the growing fetus 
ins ide herself as " her own infantile des ire to receive can be 
10 
mobilized by the growing demands of the fet us 11 • 
The woman whose own needs for love and positive identifi-
cation with the mother bave been unmet can see the growing 
child ins ide her as a "paras it;e" and as a strong obstacle to 
her own possible ego development . But if these needS have bee1 
met, the pregnant woman can "by tender identification perceive 
the fruit of her own bo dy as part of herself, and ti•s.nsform 
the 1 parasite 1 into a beloved being11 • 11 This tender identifi-
cation ii!l i th the child, t his capacity for maternal love, can 
serve as a bridge in the na turs.l conflict between a woman 1 s 
own e go and the reproductial functions . The woman can identify 
or empB:.thize with this part or extension of herself, and com-
10 Ibid., Vol . II, P . 132 
11 Ibid., Vol. II , p . 139 
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pensate for any ego wounds of pre gnancy by fantasying abou·t 
the child's future. Again it is necessary to repeat, that the 
ability to overcome this natural conflict depends largely on 
the capacity fox• :maternal love, which more deeply depends on 
pos it i ve ident if ica t ion with the mother which has previously 
been discussed. When these factors are essentially positive, 
the woman can probably be capable of mate1~al love and of 
positive empathy with he:r rea l child without too much injury 
to her ego . 
The essence of maternal lo ve is that it demands nothing, 
sets no limits, :makes no rese rvations . It is compl e -
mentary to the child's first; attitude to the mother when 
she for hi.m is a rese rvoir of all his needS , a being v!ho , 
he feels, has no interests, outs ide of him . The only 
compensation that the mother can expect from the child is 
something that iS inherent in maternal love its elf - joy 
in his existence and well being . This relations hip de vel 
ops directly, paralleling the bodily :grocess, out of the 
mother-child unity during pregnancy.l2 
ThiS then is positive mate:r'Ilal love which enables the 
mother to g ive wholly to the child, a bas is for a heal thy 
future :mother-chil d relationship . 
Difficult i es in Mo"cher- Child Re lationship of the Se cond Gen-
eration 
In "c he process of the future mother- child relations h ip, 
when maternal love is lacking , or contains too much amb:t:val-
ence, the mother· 's relat ionship l"lith the child can become 
12 Ibid., Vol. II, p . 265 
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conflicting and distorted. It can take many forms which a1"e 
indications and manifestations t lw. t the mother cannot love the 
child wholly , and must solve throu gh the child many of her own 
unsolved conflicts, some of whi ch are in relation to maternal 
grandmother . The x•eflection of the mother ' s inability to g ive 
love t o the child as an individual is seen in such maternal 
attitudes chara cterized by extreme iJldul gence or dominance, 
extreme over-protectiveness or neglect, and underlying these 
are either an incapa city to love a child ma turely or a hatred I 
of the child - which in tur-.n may be a result of conflict in thE 
early relationship with the mother, and of distortions in 
i dent if ica t ion ·w ith the mother . 
one can here show some of the ways in which a mother 
cannot love her child maturely, so that her handling may be 
seen to take some of these fo nns . 
Helena Deutsch describes one kind of mother who attempts 
to indirectly make their child over into their own image, who 
are unable to see children as separa t e individuals: 
For instance , egoistic self love does not allow some 
mothers any- ident if icat ion except that of the chil d with 
their own ego . Accordingly, they strive by educational 
mea sures to achieve on identification of the child with 
their own persons and love only themselves in ·their chil d · 
ren, without suspecting that by this method, they have 
c reated onl y external similarity . Inwardly the child will 
not have the slightest kinship with the mother , for no 
successful identif i cation can be achieved in this mann.er. 
Such children will later irnita'Ge other models with ease , 
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but will never be able to love or to develop independent 
personalities .13 
uuch mothers may be extremely dominant in trying to force 
the child to be like themselves. A mo·Gher may also identify 
the child with a part of hers elf that wants express ion, and in 
a sense live throu gh the child. To some extent this is normal 
in the usual pride in the child's achievements but only so 
when the mother can empathize with the child and see him apart 
from herself . But it is not quite so nonnal when the mother 
attempts, conscioiJ.Sly or unconsciously to push him to express 
what she could not hers elf, to achieve wl~t s he could not her-
self. Unfortunately, many parents try to live totally through 
their child and make him a vehicle for their own ambit ions , 
blame him when he cannot accompliSh the task, projecting on the 
child their own sense of failure, or they may see in the child 
something they fear in themselves, and hence p\J.nish or restrict 
the child unduly. 
oases are often found in which the parents incite the chile 
to an aggression which they themselves hav·e inhibited. A. 
boy iS urged to stand up for h is rights or to fight other 
children, a girl to speak up or to act in this aggl"essive 
way ••• or the mother may be so fearful of the old in 
hers elf that she rest l''icts the child.l4 
A parent too may through indulgence give her child all she 
never had, 1 ive throu gh the child, and become disappointed, 
hurt, angry, when the child rails to live up to her expecta-
13 Ibid., Vol. II, p. 297 
.14 Hamil ton, Gordon, Op. Cit., P . 280, 279 
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tions - usually the expectations She would have had of her-
self. when parents try to incite the child to express what 
they were unable to, they may then be come frightened by this 
express ion of aggression in the child that they punish the 
child for expressing what they would have been ·coo guilty to 
express. Envy and rivalry with the child may also enter into 
a picture of this sort. l:::iimilarly, one could discuss un-
resolved conflicts that lead to a picture of over-protection 
and neglect , maternal incompetency that may stem from a still 
existing dependency on the mother' s own parents 9 
::>ome Explanations Fo:r Later Difficulties That Point Up The 
ca l'"'I'Y-Over From One Generation To The Next 
To go into the many conflicts and manifestations is be-
yond the scope of this study. In a general way, one can sum 
up how the mother's own conflicts may be revived through 
motherhood, and how they may manifest themselves in the mother 
child relationship -sometimes, with one child in particular. 
Gordon Hamilton states t hat in giving birth to a. child 
a woman may recreate in the child an unresolved part of the 
oedipal situation. 
If a person may act; out his conflicts by creating new 
beings rather than by forming symptoms, then the child, 
when actually upon the scene, may become the field in 
which the parent presents her own napciss is tic wishes, 
aggressions, and anxiety.l5 
15 Ibid, p . 276 
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She further asks , why one child in a family s e erllS t o 
suffer mo re than others , why a mother picks out one chil d for 
special reject ion rather than another. 
one can only ass ume that one child touches off the s ame 
problem that the paren·t himself has. The parent does not 
recognize the link with h is own life experience , or if he 
does , he fails to understand its meaning. He will say: 
" ThiS ch ild is just l ike me; " but thiS may not be so; 
rathe r the child reminds him of an older 11 me 11 , or of 
persons clos e to tna t older "me". The child may be just 
like his own siblings, or this child may remind him of h · 
parents, or even more deeply, the child may be an exten-
s ion of h idden :i.mpuls es. Somet :i.mes all the children 
touch off emotional problemS of the parents , but more 
usually it is one child who especially elicits old 
r esponses, or perhaps this one is mo r~ " a llergic" to the 
family aggression o r anxiety or both.J.6 
Although it may be perfectly natural for a mother to 
identify her child with parts of herself, with others in her 
1 ife, even the marital partner, t his be comes a problem when 
s he sees in the child un r esolved conflicts of her own , when 
she identifies him with people for example, (mother or father) 
with whom s he has not resolved many of her old infantile con-
fl icts • It becomes a problem when she behaves in such a way 
with her child, that she is actually responding to these old 
L1ns ol ved relations hips . 
There are mothers who transfe r their aggressive hatred of 
men to their own sons . Gregory Zilborg, as quoted in an 
art icle by Newell, states that "woman with strong castra tive 
feelings may hurt t his · castrative host ility onto t he child, 
16 Ibid., p . 278 
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especially when it is a boy". Newell quotes another analys t 
in thiS article as saying "I have studied several instances in 
which a pel:\9 on who from childhood developed a h.os til~ attitude 
to one or another parent and then took up thiS attitude with 
their own child; women who hated mother hate daughter, and a 
S nl7 man who h~ted rather hates on. 
Flu gel perhaps explains this phenomenon most; clearly by 
t he idea that the parent often unconsciously i dentifies t he 
child v1 ith t h e grand-parents : 
0 
The hostile feelings of pa r ent s toward their children 
which take t h eir origin from one or more sources, are 
often powerfully stliaulated and reinforced by an uncon-
scious process, by virtue of which the child is identifie 
with the parents own paren ts (the child's · grandparents). 
This tendency to identify ch ild with grand-parent is one 
which seems to be most deeply implanted in the human mind. 
ThuS in several parts of t h e world grandparents are 
supposed to become reinca rnat ed in their grandchildren -
a belief which is probably r esponsible for the widespread 
practice of naming a child after its grandparent, 
especially in the case of the eldest son who receives the 
name of their paternal grandfather. 
For the grounds of this belief and the tendencies which 
have given rise to it, it is probable that we must look 
to the s linila rit ies between the relations hip of parent to 
.child and those which ex is ted between child and parent . 
As we have just seen, t h e feelings that are liable to be 
evoked by these relationships are in certain respects not 
dissimilar, and it would appear as though the. situation 
which an individual is placed when he becomes a parent; 
serves to call up in him some of the partially forgotten 
and partially ou·t;grown emotional tendencies which he bad 
experienced in his own childhood, and to dire ct them now 
upon the child in the s ame way as he had formerly direct -
ed them upon his own parent . Thus the new posit i on in 
which a father finds himself in competition for the 
affection of his wife, revives in the unconscious a 
memory of ·the former situation in which he as a child 
competed with his father for the love of hiS mother.18 
He further states that this identification is helped 
along by the "fan·tasy of the reversal of two generations", the 
fantasy mentioned earlier as quoted from Helena Deutsch, " When 
you are lit\Jle and I am big", (see page 24), by which the 
parents are reduced to the size of childr•en and the child can 
thereby take out his aggressions on the parent and behave in 
a "quasi parental" manner to the parent. The child thus can 
express his aggressions to the parent, the aggression that has 
been provoked by the parent's anger toward and frustration of 
him . But at the same time in this fantasy of "when you are 
1 ittle and I am big11 , he is identifying with the parent in 
what he has done ·to the child, in a sense identifyi..ng with the 
aggressor. Helena Deutsch has mentioned that this fantasy can 
be carried over into the relationship that the little girl 
when she becomes a mother may have with her own chil. Fluge1, 
too, believes that the persistence of this fantasy in the un-
conscious further enables the parent to identify the child 
with his own parents, and thereby direct to the child the 
hostile emotions that were aroused in connect ion with the 
latter. By means of this fantasy the child possessed of 
superior strength was able to take revenge on the parents, and 
by the persistence of this fantasy, the child when he becomes 
18 -'F1uge1, Op. Cit., p. 161 
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a parent, can take revenge on t he child, for the r•eal or 
supposed injuries he had suffered in childhood. If ·this iS 
combined V'! it h a violent parent ha. t red, the ident if ica t ion of 
child with the grandparent can take on tragic proportions; in 
cases the parent may take on a permanent antipathy to one or 
more of his children. The foundations of this dislike are to 
be found in a combination of unconscious or semi-conscious 
factors. 
Thus one can see many ways in which, 11 by the stream of 
unconscious motivation" 19, the mother may carry over into the 
relationship with her own child many unresolved infantile 
conflicts, and along with thie many of the same attitudes that 
her mother had to her . It has been shown how this might come 
about through t he process of identification. 
The mo t her may a lso carry over into the relations hip with 
her child many unresolved conflicts with her father and sib-
lings as well as with her mother . If She has not fairly 
successfully :resolved these many conflicts throu gh positive 
identification with the mother, (if her relationship with her 
mother has been too poor to allow this to happen), it iS un-
likely that she will grow to really mature womanhood, wi fe -
hood, or motherhood . 
19 Hamilton, Gordon, Op., Cit., p. 279 
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In summary the wr i ter has a tt empted to show throu gh a 
review of the literature , largely based on psycho - analytical 
thinkin g , some of t h e ways in which the mothe r ' s early rela -
tionship with hei' own mother may e f fect her own per-sonality 
development , and may be carried over to t he relationship with 
her ovm child . 
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Chapter IV 
DESCRIPTION OF CASES STUDIED 
The writer• will present in this chapter charts and tables 
which wil l give a comparative description of the tw o gene:t<a.. -
tions studied. Each case will be given a number from one to 
fifteen, and the corresponding case of the second generation 
will be numbered from one- a to fifteen-a so that when cases 
are later presented the reader may refer back to the charts 
and fix1d specific comparative data on those cases . 1/i. or F . 
vr ill be used beside the number of the child to designate 
whether the child is male or female . 
Actually in the ca ses of the second generations studie d , 
twelve of the children were boys, ·three were gir•ls . In one of 
these twelve cases, a female s i'oling was a lso seen, and in one 
of these three cases a male sibling was also seen, 'out the 
writer has chosen the case on which thel"'e was the most informa 
tion . 
Age of mot he r•s and children and dates of referra l: 
The fifteen mothers seen in this study were referred be -
t ween the ages of six and eighteen . One mother was age six, 
t wo - between a ges eleven a nd twelve, and twelve were fourteen 
to eighteen . Thu.s the majority of mothers were referred dur-
ing adolescen ce . The childr•en in this study we re seen between 
the ages of five and fifteen. One child was five years old , 
seven •uere between a ges seven ; eight months and nine years . 
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Six were eleven t o t we l ve years and one was fifteen . The 
majority of children ·1N ere referred duri ng t he latency period. 
The mot hers were seen a t a ny t:iine be t ween 1918 and 1936 . Three 
rr1others were seen in 1918 or 1919; eight mothers betwe en 1920 
and 1929; four mo t hers betwe en 1930 and 1936 . The ch ildren 
were r eferre d betwe en 1931 and 1947 . One child wa s seen in. 
1931 and fourteen between 1940 and 1947 . 
The fo llowing cha.rt illustrates comparatively the ages anc 
dates of referra l of the mothers and ch i ld.ren, and the ages of 
the mot hers a t the time their own children vJ ere referred : 
TABLE I 
AGES AND DATES OF REFERRAL 
Mother Child 
Age at Da te-'()'f Age· at .Da t e · of 
case Ref . Ref . case Ref . Ref . 
1 17 . 6 1930 1a M. 5 . 6 1947 
2 15 1927 2a M. 8 1943 
3 12 1923 3a F . 12 1946 
4 14 1924 4a M. 9 1943 
5 12 1926 5a M. 8 . 9 1944 
6 17 1918 6a M. 11 1931 
7 6 . 3 1919 ?a lVI . 7 . 9 ~943 
8 18 1936 Sa :M . 8 1946 
9 15 1934 9a 1v1 . 12 1947 
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TABLE I ( Cont . ) 
10 16 1919 lOa F . 12 1944 
1 1 15 1934 lla M. 15.6 1940 
12 16 1921 12a F . 12 . 6 1940 
13 16 1936 13a IVI . 9 1945 
14 14. 11 1933 14a M. 9 1945 
15 14 1929 15a M. 7.9 1946 
Re ligion 
Of the mot; hers seen in t his study, six we re catholic, 
three we r e Jewish , four were Protestant, two had no relig ion -
(in these t wo cas es, one parent was Catholic, one Protestant) . 
Of the children seen, five were Catholic, Si.."'< were P rotestant, 
three were Jewish and one had no religion . 
Inte11 i gence 
The general intelligence of the mothers ran from I . Q. 61 
to 145. The intelligence of the children r a n from I. Q. 86 to 
130. In some cases t here was a wide dif'fe renee in the I.Q . 1 s 
of the mothers and ch ildren, and in s orne cases they were with-
in t he same range . The next chart will compar•e t he intelli-
gen ce of the mothers and children: (In some cases a wide 
difference seemed to contribute to the problem betw een mother 
and child.) 
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TABLE II 
IN TELL I GEN CE 
Mother Child 
case I.Q. case I.Q,. 
1 145 la 120 
2 100 2a 102 
3 116 3a unknown 
4 61 4a 92 
5 89 5a 95 
6 65 6a 94 
7 74 7a 86 
8 110 sa 130 
9 100 9a 110 
10 74 lOa 121 
11 100 11a 103 
12 85 12a 101 
13 123 13a 109 
14 1 20 14a 89 
15 100 15a 90 
Social, Economic and Cultu~l Factors 
Since economic, social and cultural factors play a role 
in determining family attitudes, it would seem important what 
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were these conditions in both gene r at ions of the cases studied 
and to see if they might be similar or different in both gen-
erat ions. Economic refers to family income , social to general 
standards of home and neighborhoo d, cultural t o foreign or 
American bom . 
TABLE III 
ECONOMIC, SOCIA.L AND CUL'rUPAL FACTORS 
Mother Child 
cu - Cul -
case Economic Social tural case Economic Social tural 
Or _1.. Jew lS __ 
1 Marginal Fair Jew ish la Average Fair Amer . 
2 Avera ge Goo d I t aL• 2a Average Fair Amer . 
3 Avera ge Fair Amer. 3a Depend . Poor Ame r. 
4 Marginal Poor Polish 4a Marginal Poor Polish 
Arner. 
5 Marginal Poor Amer. Sa Low - Av. Poor A..rr..er . 
6 Marginal Poor Ital. 6a Depend. Poor Ital. 
Amer . 
7 Marginal Poor Jew ish 1 7a High-Av . Poor Jewish 
Amer. 
8 Marginal Good Amer. Sa MargLn.al Fair Amer . 
9 Depend. Poor Amer. 9a Low-Av . Poor Amer . 
10 Ma r g i...TJ.a 1 Fair Jew ish lOa High-Av . Fair Jewish 
Orth. A..me r . 
11 Marginal Poor Amer . llla Marginal Poor Ital. 
Amer . 
I 
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TABLE III (Cont.) 
12 Low-Av. Fair Negro 12a Depend. Poor Negro 
Amer. Amer. 
13 Average Good Amer. 13a Marginal Fair Amer. 
14 Average Fair Amer. 14a Marginal Fair Amer . 
15 Marginal Poor Negro 15a Low-Av. Poor Negro 
Amer. Amer . 
In a large number of thes e cases, the mothers and child-
ren came from marginal or dependent economic circumstances and 
these conditions tended to repeat themselves in the second 
generation . 
Of the mothers studied, three were only children, one 
mother was the oldest, four were the youngest and seven were 
middle children. 
TABLE IV 
MOTHER- NUMBER OF CHILDREN llJ FAMILY AND PLACE lli FAMILY 
Place Numbel" in Family 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
'Only 3 
Oldest 1 
Youngest 1 2 1 
Middle 1 3 1 1 1 
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Of the ch ildren studied, three were only children, six 
were the oldest, tYw were the youngest and four were middle 
children . 
TABLE V 
CHlLD - NUMBER O:B' CH ILDBEN TI-l FAM I LY AN D PLACE IN FAMILY 
Place Number in Family 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Only 3 
Oldest 3 2 1 
Youngest 1 1 
Mi ddle 1 2 1 
Place of Residence 
I t i s also o f importance to note whether the mothers and 
children lived with bo th parents , iVith their mothers and a 
stepfather , with their mothers alone (somet:i..mes in the homes 
of l"elatives) , without mother, with l"elatives ,ie., aunt and 
uncle, with foster parents o:-e in an institution . The follow -
ing table will illustrate these factors for the cases studied: 
'r AB.LE VI 
RES I DENCE OF' lvi O'rHER AND CiHLDREN 
LivLng with: lVI & F M & St.F Ivl . Alone Relat;. Fos . Pa r . Lnst. 
(I~ umber 
7 0 4 1 T: M. o f cases ) 3 Ch. (Number 7 3 4 0 of cases ) 0 
L"l many of the cases where the mother or child lived 
alone with their respect i ve mothers, the father had deserted , 
or the parents vvere d ivorc e d. 
Of the mothers , two are illegit imate , and one of their 
chil dren is ill e gitima t e . 
r ABLE VII 
PROBLEMS. l~' O R WHICH H.EFERRED 
case Age 
1 17. 6 
2 15 
3 12 
4 1 4 
Mother 
P r obl em. of eman-
cipation from 
mo ther: extreme 
dependency and 
selfis lmess vs . 
extreme resent-
ment and stu boorn-
ess . 
One stealing in-
cident with an -
other , te r ribly 
g;u il ty after t h is . 
(Cons i d e re d apart 
from the pattern 
of life. Fe l t re -
stricted , ugly , un -
loved. 
funk ing out s ince 
nine , since four 
the h.a bit of wan-
deri:.n. g off . 
Rummages , takes 
small chan ge . Ex-
aggerates, lies in 
self defense , 
"eas ily led 11 • 
stea ling from Five 
and Ten. Takes 
g i fts from older 
base 
a 
m. 
Ba 
Til e 
3a 
f . 
4a 
m. 
Age 
5 . 6 
8 
12 
9 
Ch i ld 
Minor learnin g 
handicap: must pre-
tend what he doesn 1 
know due to Iflot llGr 1 
pushin g . Afraid of 
phys i ca 1 com "'oat . 
Referred only for 
Psych. test in g . 
Stole a oicy cle , 
1 ies , is dis o bed-
ient . Defies mo ther 
extremely tense 
with father . Feels 
unl oved . 
Stubborn, running 
away , accepts no 
discip l ine . Very 
defensive , provokes 
hostilit y , feels 
others don 1 t 1 ike 
her . 
Accosted another 
ooy brutally Vl ith-
out provocation. 
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5 12 
6 17 
7 6.3 
8 18 
TABLE VII {Cont . ) 
men . Repeated sex-
ual relationships. 
funk in g out , 
stubborn and dis-
obedient . Possible 
sexual del Lr1quency 
with olde r man. 
·5a 
m. 
I 
I 
Shoplifting . "Hy- i 6a 
sterical" behavior\ m. 
when caught . 
It Runs w i:Ld in 
streets", late at 
night . Steals food 
and post ca rd.S • Ex-
tremely bold and 
unmanageable at 
school . Restless . 
At age nine: pick-
· pockets, mastur-
l:::a. tes , has en-
eures is, is 
11 nervous 11 • 
Steals from mother 
since 1 it t le, now 
stealing in foster 
home and lying. 
Qan It StOp thiS • 
Extremely over-
talkative, im-
mature . Poor soc-
ial ad jus tmen t, 
can ' t keep friends 
7a 
m. 
Sa 
m. 
8.9 
11 
8 
(One previous at -
tempt on g irl). 
Problem in class-
room . 
Reading and speech 
difficulty. Atten-
tion getting in 
classroom by mean-
ness to other 
children . Untruth-
ful , takes small 
articles . 
Truancy, bunking 
out , petty stealing, 
accepts food from 1 
strangers • " ·ryp ica 
street urchin" . 
Cruel to brothers . 
Unmanageable at 
school, restless , 
nervous, carries 
knives , annoys 
children. Unmana ge 
able at home , has 
11 fits 11 of des t ruc-
t i v e be ha v io r. 
Eneures is. 
Lying, stealing 
from mother, en-
eures is , plays wit 
matches. Two at -
tempted runaways 
from home . Resent -
ment toward world . 
At four seen for 
acute masturbation 
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9 15 
10 1 6 
11 15 
12 16 
13 16 
TABLE VII (Cont.) 
Adolescent, rebel - 9a 
1 i ous , antagonistic 
to parents. Overly 
romant; ic. Pos s ible 
sexual delinquency. 
La~y, does n ' t want 
to go to school . 
Concern about obes-
ity. 
Dissatisfaction with lOa 
work, overly ambi- f . 
tious, can't appre -
ciate intellectual 
1 imitations •. Ran 
a way once f x>om home, 
resents mother, One 
stealing epis ode . 
Renea ted sexual re - lla 
lations with board- m. 
er in aunt 1 s home . 
Extreme abuse from 
relatives, wants to 
leave them. 
12 Wande ring away s ince 
three , nightmakes and 
sleepwa lking since 
five, petty stealing 
since seven, nervous 
tics at ten . Overly 
demanding child, eats 
vociferously . Extreme 
ly gruesome and 
aggressive play . 
12 Poor school work, low 
ambition not in keep -
ing with high capaci-
ty. Truanting, selfis_ 
demanding, rebellious 
to mother. One shop -
lifting episode . 
15 . 6 Sexual attack on 
younger sister (not 
intercourse) • Extreme 
shame about body size . 
Steals from mother, 
11 nervous 11 , won 1 t bath 
occas ional eneures is . 
One shoplifting 
incident, Doesn ' t 
1 ike school, con-
siderable truancy. 
passive, no li"lter-
est in anything. 
12a 12 . 6 Petty s tea 1 in g , acts 
f. as lookout for del in-
quent group . Loves 
the adventure. Some 
truancy. 
rna bil ity to get; l3a 9 Poor school work , 
overly sensitive, 
submissive, unhappy . 
along with mother . m. 
Defiant, uncooper-
ative, resentful 
of sister . School 
failure. Unhappy • 
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TABLE VII (Cont.) 
14 14. 11 Repeated sexual 
intercourB e with 
one boy - pro -
blem cons ide red 
vms "the usual 
lack of feeling 
14a 9 School retardation; 
in special class, 
won't make effort. 
Also intermittent 
eneui'es is, mas turba-
t ion, many petty sex 
affairs . 
15 14 
a bout it 11 one 1~1ay 
or the other. 
m. 
poor adjustment l5a 
i n foster home , m. 
diSsatisfied, self 
centered , stubborn, 
dissatisfied with 
school and friends , 
romantic day dream 
er• 
7.9 ;::)t;ealing from mother 
and lyin g . Misconduct 
at home . 11 No 
scruples 11 • 
The type of problem for which the mother or child was 
referred is often related to the type of agency from which 
they were referred, (i.e., many of the stealLng cases were 
referred from the Juvenile Court); and so the next table will 
list the eources of referral comparatively . It is also of 
interest to note if mother and child were referred from the 
same or different agencies . 
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TABLE VIII 
SOURCES OF ~~FERRAL 
Mother Child 
case Date Agency case Da te Agency 
l 1930 Family la 1947 Family 
2 1927 J"u venile Court 2a 19 43 School 
3 1923 J u venile Court 3a 1946 State Placement 
4 1924 Juvenile Court 4a 1943 Super•ior Court 
5 1926 Family 5a 1944 School 
6 1918 Juven ile Court. 6a 1931 s. P . c . c. 
7 1919 s. P. c. c . 7a l9LJ:3 s. p. c. c. 
8 1936 Placement sa 1946 Family 
9 1934 Family 9a 1947 Family 
10 1919 ·Family loa 1944 Family 
ll 1920 s. P . c. c. lla 1940 Medical 
12 1921 Juvenile Court 12a 1940 Juvenile Court 
13 1936 Family 13a 1945 Family 
14 1933 Family l4a 1945 Family 
15 1929 Placement 15a 1946 Placement 
We see t h en tb..a t of the mothers referred, five came from 
the Juvenile cour•t and two from the S. P . c. c., seven in 
all from the Court or protective agencies . Of the children, 
two were from the Court and three from the S. P . c. c. or 
State placement agency. 'rhe case known to the latter was also 
lmown to the S. p. c. c., five in all. These five children 
were al l children of the seven mothers who were known to the 
Court or to the S. P . a. c. The children of the two remaining 
mothers who were referred from the Cour·t or S. P . c. c. were 
referred by the school or a medical agency. In this study 
there were no children referred by the Court or S . P . c. c. 
whose mothers had :i:wt been referred by them. Of the remaining 
eight mothers, one was refex'red privately by her family, five 
by family agencies and two by placement agencies . Of the 
remaining ten childr en, two were referred by the school, one 
by a medical agency, one by a private placement agency, and 
six privately by their families. It i s of interest to note 
that of these children- referred by their families, four of 
their mothers had been referred by family agencies, one by a 
private placement agency, and one by her family. In no case 
where a mothel" had been referred by the Court of s. P. c. c. 
did she br:in g her own child privately. 
Eleven of the mot hers seen diagnostically (for study 
followed b;r reconrmendations and later follow -up study), and 
four of the mothers were treat;ed for a longer or shorter time 
at the cl:inic. The four mothers who were treated were referre 
by their family, family agencies or placement agency . Eight 
of the children were seen diagnostically, seven for treatment. 
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Of the four mothers treated, all of them maintained a good 
l''elations h ip with the clinic. All four of them referred their 
children thems elves. Tw o of their children treated, t vw seen 
diagnostically, without furt her trea tment . 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY OF Flli"DDJGS ON lMlTERNAL AT'riTUDES 
The wr iter has attempted -co determine what the attitudes 
of the fifteen maternal grandmothers were toward the mothers 
of this study, and what the attitudes of the mothers were to -
wa rd their own children . The writ er has decided to use the 
tertns acceptin g or rejecting to designate whe ther love or hate 
seemed more pronounced in the relations hip , and to annex the 
term ambivalence to either classification when there was ma rk-
ed evidence of guilt , inconsistency , self-justification, evi-
dences of the child not really being accepted for himself but 
for somethin g he is not . 
Sometimes evidence is not clear, and it may be a feeling 
tone on the part of the parent that may lead the writer to 
determine if reject ion or acceptance is more pronounced . 
As described earlier, the terms dominance , democr•atic, or 
indulgent, over- protective, caa ual or neglect will be used t o 
cla ssify t;he handli.ng or treatment on the part of the parent. 
In some cases there will be enough evidence to cite t wo 
choices,ie., dominance, over-p r otective, in some cases only 
enou gh evidence to cite one, ie., ne glect . 
The writer will first p res en t brief excerpts from each 
case to show some of the evidence on which the ma terna l a tti-
tudes we re classified. (cas es fifteen and fifteen - a will be 
omitted as there is no information on the maternal gran dmot her 
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and t herefore these cases cannot be used for comparative 
pu:rpos es • ) 
Ma ternal Attitudes as Derived B,rom Information in the Record 
case I. Mgm ' s attitude has been classified as acceptant 
( ambiv ), indulgent, over-pro tective . 
Mgm. is "motherly, kindly , self s a crificing", "spoiled 
mo t her as the youngest, wanted her to ha ve the best 11 , never 
scolded her till t vvo yea r s a go. Ver-y prote ctive of her , 
worries about her, checks up on .her . She has high expe cta tion 
of her, and nags "You are my only dau ghter, I want to be proud 
of y oun ; a t the same time, mgm alwa{.s g ives i:.r1to her , she-
" domina t es the family by he r miSer-y• . 
case Ia . Ui 1 s attitude is classifie d as a cceptant (ambiv), 
dom inant , cas Qa 1. 
M., v;ho is divorced from F . and has to work, wants to 
place the boy in a school. She s eem.s t o be gentJ. inely f ond of 
him, ye t hac: a des i re fo r independence, and the necess i t y of 
working has led her to this decision: 11 If I'm going to work , 
I don ' t want to be cross with him ." The boy, on the whole, 
seems fairly wel l ad justed and mus t have received some love 
from M. M. handles him with a "light touch" and "s weet manne r' . 
She doesn' t wan t b.im to be " too close t o he r", wants h i111 to 
stand up fo r h is r i ghts . She pus hes hiin to be bright . (In-
format ion in this re cord is scant.) 
GStse I I . IVIgrn ' s a ttitude is clas sified as accep tant ( ambiv ), 
Dominant, ove r - protective . 
Mgm ' s 11 very prot e ctive and strict", is 11 to6 fussy", feels 
t h e g irl 11 can ' t do anything" . She feels the g i rl 's del in-
quency keenl y , says 11 s he was a l ways good, I never had to d.is -
cipline her." She wants t o do the best for her daughter, she 
and mgf. want to send her and the others to colle ge , but ha ve 
hi gh standards for t hem. 
case IIa . M's attitude i s class ified a s acceptant (ambiv), 
indul gent. 
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Feels s he i s at fault, is muc h i dentified with the child. 
~he f e els guilty a bout his sensitivity. She is upset 'a-:J and 
afraid of aggression a nd tad temper . M. almost .has to bribe 
hi..m a nd s i..n gle him out to be good; tries to convince him they 
love him because they do mol"e for him, worry about him. Once 
took him to bed with her, told him how much they love him , how 
important it is for him to be good . (A great deal of ambiva-
lence seems ope ra ting her•e. M. seems a l most a fr-aid to be bad 
to the boy, afraid of t h e boy t h inki:.<J. g s h e d oesn 1 t love him) . 
case III . :Mgm 1 s attitude is cla ssified a s rejectin g , Ne glect. 
Little infonnat ion on mgm. except that she deserted and 
neglected ch ild at birth. Foster mot her adopted her a t three; 
"she looked so pitiable". Admits openly she doesn't love the 
g irl, feels guilty a bout t h is . Her behavior upsets h e r, wants 
to ge t rid of he r . (Sor.ne guilt he:ee, but rejection is pretty 
much on t he surface). 
cas e IIIa. M' s attitude is classified as rejectin g , neglect . 
M. deserted child, has no concern a bout her, no serious 
plans for takin g her back. ohe had left children, dirty, 
n aked, uncared for in a filthy house . 
case IV. Mgm' s attitude is classified as rejecting, dominant, 
neglect . 
Mgrn seems 11 unreliable11 , Shows little concern about girl ' s 
delinquency . Says she doesn't know what ' s going on . 5he is 
considered i...ndifferent. S he states that girl has always been 
"obedient and respectful" to her . (One senses a coldness and 
indifference in this mot h er . Her only concern is that the 
girl obey her ) • 
case Iva . M' s attitude is classified as reje cting, dominant , 
neglect . 
M. shows some 
has been extreme) • 
diffi culties, that 
understand hlin but 
supervise him . M. 
feeling about the boys delinquency (which 
B1t she i s so preoccupied wi th her marita l 
she thinks l i ttle of the boy . She tried to 
admits tl:1..E. t she has too much to do to 
is the disc ipl ina rian in the household. 
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(M. seems mildly concerned but basically in.different; to the 
child). (Scant infonnat ion in re co r d.) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
case v. Mgm's attitude is classif ied as rejectin g , neglect. 
Mgrn is "shallow, disorga n ized, irresponsible". She b...s.s 
wo rked since her marriage, left the baby with her mothe1•. 
Shows no concern for the child or anyone. She is very un-
demonstrative, seems lacking in natural feelin g'S, would like 
to see the child placed. 
case va. l'II's attitude is classified as rejecting, neglect . 
M. was never seen at the clinic. She had no interest i..Yl. 
treatment for the boy. She left the entire responsibility up 
to father (as she does most of the boy 's needs). M. works al-
though she doesn 't have to. M. lives in same house as Mgm and 
m.a. All these three women "push the boy around, shut off the 
radio when he listens, break promises to him". (Scant inform-
at ion in record.) 
·--------------------
case VI. Mgrn 1 s attitude is classified as rejecting, dominant, 
over-protective. 
Mgrn 11 ·vvatches and guards girl very closely", is quite 
strict. ,Knows little about girl, her problems, her schoolwork. 
Considered quite unreliable. ( 'rhere is a rather cold strict 
diSinterest. No warmth in this over-protect ion. Scant in-
formation in record.) 
QB. s e VIa. M' s attitude is classified as rejecting, neglect. 
M. is harsh and excitable, beats, abuses, threatens the 
boy, locks him out of the house, gives him no supervision, pays 
no attention to him. Comes to the school to complain of him, 
tries to excuse herself of responsibility to him. 
case VII. Mgm's attitude is classified as rejecting , neglect. 
Mgrn is known to SPCG, is uncooperative, leaves home 
filthy. She is extremely incompetent, bas no control over the 
children, has no interest in them. She takes daughter's ex-
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treme behavior and wildness casually. "She is a child and 
she has to run around" . Resents 5PCC's interference . (5he 
doesn't express hostility to ch ild, but expresses her dislike 
in extreme indifference.) 
case VIIa . 111 1 s attitude is classified as rejecting , neglect. 
M known to SPCC, leaves children and home uncared for. 
Placed child at birth, wants h im placed again . He is the 
cause of all her frustrations; can't stand him jbecause h e won' 
mind. Says he was a dreadful thin g at birth, says her mind 
was affected after his birth. 
case VIII. Mgm's attitude is classified as rejecting, domina 
neglect. 
Mgm was considered psychotic, "abnormal in her treatment 
of girl", made her dress peculiarly, taught her movies and sex 
were vile, examined her to see if s h e were pure , allowed her 
to play with no one, never let her go anywhere by hers elf, or 
think for hers elf. Punished her if she didn 1 t study, made her 
pray for guidance to be a better girl . Mgrn also abuSed her 
and left her in a filthy home . 
case VIIIa . M1 s attitude is classified as rejecting (ambiv), 
dominant, neglect. 
M' s pregnancy wi th boy not p lanned. She considered 
aborting, when small cons ide red placement . Knows s h e cl.oesn 1 t 
handle him well, is cross and irritable; could handle him if 
were docile lil$:e h is brother. Feels guilty a bout her LDade-
qua te s uperv is ion but just i fies hers elf. She lets boy sleep 
with her, is both attracted to and resentful of his maleness. 
States : 11 His pen is is too big. I pity the girl that mal"ries 
h im." M. is considered both seductive a nd reject:lng. 
case JX, Mgrn ' s attitude is classified as a cceptant (ambiv), 
indulgent, over-protect ive . 
Mgrn has 11 centered all her aff e c t ion on ·the g irl" , wants 
he r to have fun, to make up for her own life's deprivations 
and restrict ions. She has always used gentle and persuasive 
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coaxing methods that draw into long arguments. She is overly 
doting on g irl. Is protective of her, afraid to see her grow 
up, as then her own 1 if e will be empty. 
case rxa. Mgm's attitude is classified as rejectin g (ambiv) 
dominant. 
M is the only cons is tent p erson in the boy's life, wants 
hi:.rn to be helped, bas feelin g for the boy, bu. t can 1 t reach him. 
Pu.nishes him with sarcas·m. She va ries between calling him 
"darling" destructively, and ignoring him completely. Identi-
fies him with his father, "he is a nut, just like his F 11 • She 
does n 1 t allow hit11 to be in.dependen t, wants a loving child she 
ca n dominate. She prefers her friends dau.ghter to her child, 
seems unhappy u.ntil s h e has a dau.ghter. She seems generally 
resentful of men a nd :ma le chtldren. "She has never met any 
one human being to fulfill all her needS" • 
. case x. Mgrn's attitu.de is classified as rejectin g {ambiv) 
domina n ·b. 
Mgrn is a superior, intelligent person, much brighter than 
M. who pushes and is ambitious for her dau ghter. Yet she wants 
to do the best for her, understands her daughter's problems. 
Mgrn has separated her from he r friends. When s h e stole once 
s h e called her 11 thief, bumt 11 Even thou gh the mgrn understands 
her problems, she seems inconsidera te of her, unable to accept 
her as she is • (Scant info rma t ion in record. ) 
case xa. M's attitude is classified as acceptant (ambiv) 
over-protective. 
M had an unhappy childhood, made up her mind thEt t if she 
ever had a child, s h e would give her all she never had, she 
over did this, she spoiled the girl, gratified her ever~r de-
s ire, went hungry hers elf. S he shows t he girl off, calls her 
"her pride and joy". S he is overly affectionate, the girl is 
the center of her life. She tries to keep the girl close to 
her, and is angry if she doesn't live up to her expectations. 
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case XI . Mgm ' s att;itl1de is classified as rejecting, neglect. 
Mgm was dissipated, left M, neglected her {M was illegi-
timate) . Maternal aQnt who took lVI in at age seven also is 
rejecting and neglectful. S he drip.ks, is very abusive to girl, 
'Terbally and physically. ~he takes an ext rernely blaming and 
pun is hi..Ylg attitude. She 11 can 1 t admit anythi.i'J.g good in the 
girl", "talks aoout now ki..nd she is and how overgrateful the 
girl is". 
case XIa . M1 s attitude is classified as rejecting (arnbiv) 
dominant. 
Child is illegitimate , when born IVI was devoted to him, 
nothing col1ld make her part with him. Now she is sickly and 
nervous; anxious because this boy's behavior is a reflection 
on her past life. S:he has a "tremendous drive for responsi-
bility" - in a sense has to prove hers elf good . She is looked 
down on by her in-laws. ::5he is ver<J defensive a bout the boy, 
but talkS f'reely of his short-comings. The boy complains of 
her freeness in hitting him, of her public beatings. 
case XII. ll'igm 1 s attitude is acceptant (ambiv) , dominant, 
over- protective . 
Mgm. is honest, sizes up the situation well, doesn't have 
to defend girl unduly. She realizes the girl 's inadequacies 
and weaknesses . She protects herfrom mgf who is brutal. S:he 
is rather strict and protective of her. 
case XIIa . M1 s. attitude is rejecting {ambiv), neglect. 
111 . is interested in the girl, aware of her as a problem, 
claims to be fond of hex•, and anxious to supervise her. She 
speaks with a total lack of affection, and if there is affec-
tion has never demonstrated it. She seems to have a problem 
in br:inging up a family that is beyond her in.tellectual and 
emotional capacity, is dependent and desperate for advice. 
She is too harassed ~ by difficulties to supervise the children. 
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case XIII . iVIgm ' s attitude is classified as acceptant (ambiv ) 
dominant . 
Because of mari-tal diff icu.l ties and emotional upset before 
girl's birth , Mgm separated from husband . She placed daughter• 
as a i..nfant, always worked to suppol"'t her and hoped eventually 
to have her back. When girl was fifteen , was finally able to 
take her back permanently . Mgm is ver-y happy to have home for 
her, feels daughter doesn't appreciate it . She doesn ' t under-
stand daughter's adolescent needs, thou gh she tries to be 
moder-n and think of herself in girl 's place . 3he lLmits her , 
gives her no allowance , finds fault V'Tith her . Pushes her in 
school work . Is ver-y close to older· daughter, whom she holds 
un as an example. M£:}11 s ays she loves dearly, but can't express 
her affect ion, it is alien to her . (Mg.rn was able to use clinic 
service very ·well, was helped to understand and handle girl 
better. Although Mgm appears rejecting - writer felt that she 
had a baSic positive feel Ln g for the g irl , with a great dea l of 
ambivalence and certainly some degree of reject ion . However, 
her ability to use clinic help seemed to indicate feelings of 
a positive nature .) 
case XIIIa . :M's attitude is classified as acceptant (arabiv) 
dominant. 
M is upset by rna rita l d:Lff icul ties , wants to keep family 
to gether . She loads excessive responsibilities onto child 
( who is the oldest) to care for the others. Wants to see 
closeness between the children because of her unhappy life and 
separation from her family. S.he almost makes the boy take n1S 
F ' s place, keeps after h im to do things • (He is submissive, 
terribly afraid of making her angry . ) S·he resents his sub-
missiveness, compares it to her own boldness, yet pushes hLm 
Lnto that position . S:he seems to identify with this child be -
cause of her unhappy life. M is terribly nervous and upset 
" worse part of it is I tak e it out ix1 the child . It just isn't 
fair". She gets nervous, has to holler at him, immediately 
af terwards she 1 s verrJ sorry. (This M too seems ver-y ambiva -
lent and at times r•ejecting. For some Peason she just has to 
ho ller at him . Yet she feels sorr-y for him, is identified witt 
him in hiS unhappiness . There is a warmth in this ' :M Vihich has 
led writer to classify her as acceptant rat;her than rejectin.B_!) 
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ease XIV. Mgrn ' s attitude is classified as acceptant {arnbiv ) 
dominan~, casual . 
Mgrn has worked s teadil-y to support M. , blJ.t has given her 
incomplete supe:L"vis ion . She is reluctant to have girl leave 
her . Does n 1 t blame M for her sexual problems as she has had 
a "sexual struggle hers elf" . At some time, Mgm interferes 
with and dictates M 1 s affairs which M continually fi ghts . 
Case XIVa. ]11 1 8 attitude is clas sified as acceptant ( ambiv ) 
dominant, casual . 
M. hated the child before l:1e was born, " would have done 
anything to get rid of h im" . rhen after his birth she became 
terribl-y afraid something terrible would happen t o him . "Even 
if you don ' t want children, you love them after-l"rards 11 • She 
s poiled him as a little boy. M is dominatin g , makes the 
children mind. She is contiJ.l.ually d iss atisfied with her home 
life and hus b9.nd, has had many affairs, yet always kept the 
ch ildren to gether, has often been companiona ole and hL1morous 
with them . (Althou gh on the surface mo the r ' s attitude of' 
spoilin g seems due to guilt covering reject ion . Yet her pre-
sent attitiJ_de to the child seems to be of a casuall·y accept :L11.g 
thou gh ambivalent nature . ) 
case XV . Mgrn 1 s attitude is unknown . 
M 1 ives in foster family since rngm 1 s dea th - when M was 
ten . No information on Mgrn . 
case XV a . M' s attitude is classified as rejecting, neglect . 
M. openly displays hostility, treats the boy s l-1abily, 
Fives him poor supe rvision . She wants the boy p l a ced out, so 
~he can ?~gin a new life. Op~nly .... w~r;ts to ~et rid of him , 
"I got rla of F., I can get rld 01. Dlm , too' • Places his 
disposa l in clinic' s hands . ne is ruining her life - "He is 
a child you just can't take to 11 • 
The attitL1des as thus de:eived will be compared in the follo·w -
ing comparative table : 
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case 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
TABLE IX 
A·r 'r I 'rUDES OF Ivl11.'rE F'J\TAL 
AND IViO 'THER 
Mother 
Feeling HB.ndling 
A c c • ( am b i v ) Ind. over-prot . 
A c c. ( am b i v) Dom . Ove r -prot . 
Re j . Neglect 
Re j. Dom. Ne glect 
Re j. Neglect 
Re j . Dom . Over- pro t . 
Re j . Neglect 
Re j. Dom . Neglect 
Ace . (ambiv) Ind . Over- prot. 
Re j. (ambiv) Domin. 
Re j. Neglect 
A c c • { am b i v ) Dom . over- prot . 
Ace . ( ambiv) Domin . 
A c c • ( am b i v ) Dom. casual 
Unlmown 
GRJ'\.l',TDlVIOT iillH TO MO'rHEE 
TO CHr.LD 
lila temal Grandmother 
case Feeling HandlLng 
la A c c • ( am b i v ) Domin . casual 
2a A c c • { am b i v ) Indul. 
3a Re j . Neglect 
4a Rej . Dom . Ne glect 
5a Re j . Neglect 
6a Re j . Neglect 
7a Re j . Neglect 
Sa Re j. ( ambiv ) Dom . Neglect 
9a Re j . ( am'oiv) Domin. 
!loa A c c • ( am b i v ) Ind . Over- prot 
lla Re j . (am b i v) Domin . 
12a Rej . Neglect 
l.Sa A c c • ( am b i v ) Domin . 
l4a A c c • ( am b i v ) Dom . Casual 
l5a Re j . Neglect 
One can see tha t jn a l l cases where acceptance was present 
that there was also ambivalence . 7!here rej ection was found 
there was occasional ambiva lence, but rarely in combil1.ation 
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with neglect . When rejection was fqu.nd in combination with 
ne gl ect , it; was u.sua lly clear cut . Rejection appears with 
ambivalen c e when followe d by domh1ance , in three cases. None 
of these mothers treated their children democratically . It 
would s eern that if they v1ere t rea ted demo era t ically, there 
would be less ambivalent ac ceptan ce and more real ac ceptance 
of t h e c h ild a s he is • 
The f i ndi..ngs in attitudes of t;he two generations break 
down into the following categories: 
Eleven cases where the prima ry attitude of acceptance or 
rejection was repeated, with. or without ambiva l ence . 
Three cases where the primary attitude is not repeat ed 
or different . Ln two of these cases there is acceptance in 
the first generation, rejection in the second; :In two rej e c -
t ion in the firs t , acceptance in the second . However , am-
bivalence is always f ound in one or both of the generations , 
to that the difference may not be so g reat . 
Seven cases ir1 which there was s ocae rep it it ion or s im-
ilarity in handlin g . 
Seven cas es in which t he re was difference in handl i ng. 
When the b9.s ic feeling and handling patterns are combin.ed: 
There are seven cases in which both feelin g and handling a re 
similar. There are four cases in which there is similar feel -
i..ng and different handli..n g . There are t hree cases in which 
there is difference in both feelin g and in handlin g . No cases 
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were found in which there was diffe rence in feeling and s im-
ilarity in handling. (It ·must be remembered that similarity 
and difference in this study refers to gross patterns in both 
generations .) It has been possible t o derive what roughly 
seem to be predominant patterns in terms of the class if icat ion 
set up . 
The second set of -findings show then that the cases have 
fallen into three categories which include the following cases 
Seven cases of Similarity in Feeling and Handling: 
case III: Rejec . ne glect cas e IIIa: Rejec . neglect 
case IV: Re jec. domin.neglect case IVa: Re jec. domin .neglect 
cas e V: Rejec. neglect case va: Rejec. ne gl ect 
case VII: Re je c . Neglect case VIIa: Rejec . neglect 
case VIII: Re jec. domin . neglect case VIIIa: Reje c . ( ambiv) 
domin . neglect 
cas e XIII: Ace. ( ambiv) domin. case XIIIa: Ace . (amb iv) 
domin . neglect 
case XIV: A c c • ( am b i v ) domin. case XIVa : A c c • ( am b i v ) 
casual domin . ca sual 
Four cases of similarity in ~eel ing and difference in handling 
case I: A c c • ( am b i v ) indulg. case Ia: Ac c . ( ambiv) domin . 
over-prot . casual 
case II: A c c • ( am b i v) domin . case IIa: A c c • ( am b i v ) indulg. 
over- prot . 
case VI: Re jec. domin case VIa: Re je c . neglect 
over- prot . 
case XI: Re jec . neglect case XIa: Re jec . { ambiv ) 
domin . 
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Three Cases of Difference in FeeliJ.1.g and Difference in handlin~ : 
case IX: Acc .(ambiv) indnlg. 
over-prot . 
case X: Re jec . {ambiv) domin. 
case XII: Ace . (ambiv) domin . 
over-prot . 
case IXa: Hejec .(ambiv) 
domin . 
case xa: Acc.(ambiv) indulg. 
over- prot . 
case XIIa: Rejec . Neglect 
These above findings :indicate the extent to which matern-
al attitudes , feeling and handl ing a:re s jrnilar or different i...n 
I . 
the second generat ion. 
The next problem is to break down these finding-s to show 
how the mothers relations hip v.r ith mgrn is reflected in her 
perception of her child , and is seen in her handlLng . B"J per-
cept ion was meant - the extent to vrh ich the mother perceived 
her child. as a loved or ha ted object, ie., her feelings for 
the child; these may be obs erved in her handling . The atti-
tudes as classified would show these factors : 
Two mgm 1 s v'lere acceptin g , ind~lgen t, over-protective. 
One of these mothers (the daughter of one of these mgrn 1 s) 
basically accepted , with ambivalence, her child , but expressed 
thiS acceptance in dominant casual handling. 'rhe other m. 
rejected her child and expressed this rejection in dominance . 
Two mgm.s were G,ccepting, dominant, over-protective . One 
mother accepted her child ambivalently, expressing this i...YJ. 
indulgence, and one m. rejected her child, ShoWing this in 
neglect . 
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Four mgms were re j e cting , dominant , neglectfu!_. Four m' s 
were ale o rejectin g of their c hildren, exp ressin g t h is in 
neglect ; one m. was rejecting but exp ressed this in dominan ce . 
Tw o mgms were rej ecting, dominant , neglectful . The t wo 
m' s we re a lso rejec ting and expressed this rejection in dom-
inance and neglect . 
one mgm was rejecting , dominant . The m. was accepting 
but amb ivalent toward the child , and expressed t h is in indul -
gence and over- protect ion . 
One mgm was ac cepti.ng , dominant. Th e m. was als o accept -
i.n g and expressed this in· dominance . 
one mgm was a c cep tin.g , dominant, casua l. Them. vms 
ac cep tin g , expressing t h iS in dom:i.J.1.ance and casua lness. 
These fin dings se em to indica te no particular pattern of 
perception and handlin g res ulting from a particular kind of 
mother- child relat i onship . The only pattern t ha t seems p re-
dominantly repeate d is that of re j ection and neglect, and it 
would seem tha t when a rejecting, neglectful relationship 
existed in the first generation the mother perceived he r own 
child as unl oved and unwanted, and expressed this feelin g in 
neglect . 
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Chapter VI 
CASE S'IDDIES 
In this chapter the writer w:i.ll present seven cases with 
interpretations. The cases will be rep res en tat ive of the 
three g rou.ps into which they have fallen . Three of the seven 
cases where there was s irnilarity in both feel ·ing and handling 
will be pres en ted , two of the f ou.r cases in vvh ich t;he :ee was 
similarity in feeling and difference in handlin g will be pre -
sent ed, a nd tvw of t he three cases in which there was differ-
ence in feeling and difference in handling will be presented . 
The interpretations in ea ch case will attempt to show in what 
way fee ling and handling may be similar or different; how the 
mother ' s relations hip with ma ternal gra.ndmothe r is reflected 
in her own personality and perception of her ch ild , and how 
the latter can be seen in her hand lin g of her ch ild. 
The case nu.mber wil l be gi ven a t t he beginning of each 
case pres entation so t hat the reader may refer back to a ny of 
the (compa1;.,a ble) tables -(to find inforrnation on t h is parti-
cula r ca se i f he wishes) . All names used in case presenta -
tions have been disguised for purposes of confidentiality . 
Three cases of Similar ity in Feeling and Similarity in Hand-
ling : 
case I : cases III and IIIa - Mgrn: rejecting, ne glec·t; 
M: r e je ctin g , ne glect. 
&rbara M. was referred to the clinic at age twelve in 
1923 by the Juvenile Court for s tcldy. Her I. Q. . is 1 1 5 , 
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religion , catholic . &rbara has Q.ad the habit of wandering 
off whenever she feels like it; s he has 11 bunked out" severa l 
times, been found sleeping in alleys or on the lawn :il1. zero 
weather . She has a habit of rummaging in pla ces where her 
foster parents have visited; she he lps herself to small 
change, she lies as j_f in self defense, makes exaggerated 
grotesque statements. Her problems had reached the . p oint of 
caus :in g her fost er parents to pu t out a 11 stubborn child 
complaint" ag-ainst her . &rbara is considered a mild person 
who doesn ' t worry much, who iS easily led, who sometimes seems 
"too free" with p eople, wanting to fondle them . 
Barbara was deserted as an infant by her mother and 
father - (there is no further infonnation on her own mother 
:in the record). She was placed in. an orphanage in the S outh 
from ages t wo to four, where she was abused and neglected . At 
four she was adopted (it is not clear if this was legal adop-
tion) by her foster parents , who had seen her there and pitied 
her, "She looked so pitiable" . There is no information on the 
girl 's early re lations hip with foster mother. 
However , foster mother vvas becoming increasingly upset 
by &rbar8 s behavior whi ch had been growing in severity since 
age nine . She now regrets having adopted Earbara, doesn ' t 
love he r, just feels sorry for her and wo uld like to get rid 
of the responsibility incurred in adopti:.rJ.g her. She doesn 't 
want further study even t h ou gh she i s 11 baffled" by .83-rbara 1 s 
behavior. She feels guilty about giving her u-p; but wants to 
atone for this by taking anothe r child in her place . Foster 
father too is 11 down on the girl11 because ~he wears out foster 
mother . He discourages the girl 's demonstrativeness . · 
&rbara knows that foster pa rents are not her own; she 
was told that her own mother deserted her , denied feeling b8.d-
ly about it, and says she is happy in the foster home . At 
the same t:i.rne she is verry demonstrative, seeking affection . 
&rbara , after study was sent to Lancaster , where She Has 
described as "longin g for family connections" . Foster mother 
died while s he was there; she wrote to foster father, but he 
never answered and was totally :iJ.1different to her· . 
B3. rba ra 1 s daughter, 'rhelma J. was referred to the clinic 
for study at age t~~Jelve by the Division of Child Guardianship 
in 19 46 . Her I. Q . is not known . She and her nine s ibl ing,B 
were lmovm to dif fe rent pla cement agencies , her father and 
mother were known to the S . p. c . c. for many years . 
Thelma has been in five foster homes, has run away from 
ea ch . She was i' inally sent to 'rhe House of the Good Shepard . 
She adjusted poorly in foster homes and at thiS institution 
ac cepts no discipline . 'I'he only way of controlling her is to 
remind her tha t her parents don 't want her. She is extremely 
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provocative, feels t .1.at othe r people don ' t like hex' , and calls 
forth hostile reactions f rom ot hers by t h is attitude . 
Mother Blrbara, had marr ied rl1helma ' s father in 1929 after 
a few monthS acquaintance . They had moved around a lot, were 
lmown to many soc ial agencies . 'rhey had ten children , had 
negle ct ed them, left them " dirty , naked, unde m ou ris hed11 , 
whil e they we re out drinki..n g . 'rhey have no serious plans f ol" 
taking back the children . Father talks a lot , making excuses , 
while mother seems vague and dull . 
Thelma is loyal to her parents , has defended them Ln 
court, believes her parents ' promises of re - establishing a 
home, is ea ger to returcn to them . Mother was not seen at the 
clinic . (Information was obtained from a Divis ion of Child 
Guardianship report). 
Interprata t ion 
The pattercn of re jection and neglect has been s imile.r in 
bo t h generations . B:trbara has never re ceived any genui..ne love 
from a mother person . M£7t1 rejected and deserted her; her 
foster mot l1.er adopted her out of p ity, openly admits she doesn ' t 
love her . 83-rbara. is easily replaca ole by another child. one 
doesn ' t knoVi anythin. g abou_t B9.rbar-a ' s early relationship with 
foster mother, but hex• treatment, based on pity is not x'eal 
l o ve . 
&rb9.ra seems to have reacted to l ack of love in t wo 
ways : one by denial that anything hu:ets her; she mus t deny to 
herself that she is unloved: two, by over- affectionate , clin g-
ing behavior. She has the "affect hungel"111 of the ch ild who 
has been rejected . SJ.1.e 11lon gs for family connections" , may 
be seekin g for a real mother to love her and to identify with. 
She never really finds this . (Possibly her vmnderLng off was 
1 Levy , David M. , Primar;y- Affe ct Hunger , F.mer ican Jour-
nal of psychiatry, 1937, 94 , p . 640 - 652 
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a search for this " mother" . ) 
1
.7hen she ma rries she has ten children , d isclaims r espon-
sibility for t hem , re jects and deserts t hem . (Poo r economic 
Co-ll.Q.,l.+-ions ·p l ay into tn' e pictL,re.) Howe ve t ' s h u -l - J r, mo ne r ows 
little feelin g about the situation, just as no real feelin g 
was ever shown to her . I t cannot be determined how she sees 
Thelma specifica lly , as apart from the othe r children; h owever 
she has actively rejected 'l'he lma as well a s the othe~ , has no 
real p lans for tak in g them back . 
In this case it seems to be lack of love and l a cl{ of any 
rea l re la tionship with a mother t hat seems most pronounced in 
both oen e r"d. t ions • 0 
case II: cases VII and VIla - Mgm . rejectLn g , ne glect; 
M , r e j e c t in g , n e gl e c t • 
Jenn;y S. was referred to the clinic a t age 6 . 3 in 1919 by 
t he s.p .o.c. f or study . Her I.Q . was 7 4 , relig ion - Jewish. 
S he live d in extreme p ov erty 11lith her parent s and five s ib-
l in gs, a few of whom 'i?ere invo lved Ln delinquent beha vior . 
Jenny was brough t to Cou:tt try the S . P . o.c. as a negl ected 
chil d . I t was felt tha t there ·'fvas a total l a ck of parental 
cont ro l, extreme parental n eglec t and incompetence . Jenny 
" runs the street wild", stays out at night t ill twelve. S he 
has been lmovm to stea l food from res t au rants , postcards and 
neV1Spapel"€ from No r t h Sta tion. She is a leader Ln ne i shbor-
h ood mischief. The school stat es that t h ey have never seen a 
more unmanageable child . She is bold, delights Ln putting 
·chin~ over on t he tea cher , exposes he~ elf to other children , 
tries ~o teach the o ther children 11 d i r ty habits tt . S he is a 
jolly, inquisitive youngster, obsthta te, jumping about, talka -
tive, always lau ghil'1g , restless, delights in mischief , a nd in 
telling of the bad things her brothers have done . Jenny was 
considered a dange r to he rsel f , standing the danger of becomin t 
a delinquent. Perraa nent placement was indicat e d. Eventually 
Jenny was sent to Lanca ster for a few years, with no improve -
ment. At Lan caster she was a trou ble make r , masturbat ed, had 
eneures is, ':vas considered ve ry nervous . During later fo llow-u! 
studies, she was found t o be still troublesome in school, 
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stealing from t he Five and ren, pickpocketing . 
Eoth her mother and father were conside red incompe t en t 
and Lmcooperative. Their a ttitude w2, s s L11ilar when their other 
children were removed from school. The S . P . c. c. had worked 
v:r ith them for years without success. Jenny's mother res ents 
the S . P .c.c.'s i.nterf e rence, s ays she can look after her own 
ch ildren as she sees fit. She is illiterc.te, .ll"Lcompetent, 
leB.ves the children in a filthy home, doesn ' t consider t ha t 
Jenny has any pro blem at all, denies school complaints , (the re -
by denying her own res pons ibil ity). She a&n its tha t Jenny is a 
jolly child, but "s he is a child and she has to run around" . 
Jenny's father too states, " She is no more trouble than any 
othe r child . " Vl hen Jenny retu:rned from Lancaster, her mother 
began to admit that maybe she was a pl.,oblem, but blamed the 
institution for not improv:iJ.~g her . 
Jenny's child, Surrmer, was ref e rre d to the clinic at age 
? . 8 in 1943 for study by the . S . p . c. c. His I.~. was 8 6. He 
lived in a well furnished home with his rather, mother and 
sister. Mother and rather work; mother leaves the home dirty , 
the children uncared for . 
Surrmer h.as been in different foster homes almost since 
birth, comin g home periodically. He has always been a behav-
ior problem , difficult to manage. He can wild in foster homes , 
was destructive , attacked o ther children ; he was tota lly un-
responsive to discipline . 
In 1942 he returned home to mother . He has been unmanage-
able at home and at scho ol . In school he is over-active, 
can't concentrate, very nervous and silly, makes weird sounds , 
goes into the girls 1 washroom, pulls down boys 1 trousers, 
breaks up children's games . The teacher has had to remove 
knives and r~zors from him. 
(His sister, ten , was also referred by Obh@ S.P.o.c. at the 
same time . It was discovered that she had been going to the 
home of a fifty - four year old ma n and having intel"course vvith 
him and his friends . P:oth children were considered badly ne-
glected.) 
P:oth Surrmer and his sister are devoted to each other and 
to mother . P:oth say they love her, don ' t want to leave her. 
Sister des c ribes her as a possess Lng beauty, with all the 
virtues. Sumner is unhappy a bout separation ; worries a bout 
what will happen to mother . 
Mother 's attitude to Sumner is openly hast ile and neglect -
ful . She placed him shortly after birth, wants him placed aga:iJ.11. 
She tells the worker ·[jhat Surrmer was a dreadful thing at birth; 
he was premature . She resented having to pay $3 .00 an ounce 
for blood for him, having to go back to the hospital daily to 
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to nurse him. She states that her mind was affected by his 
birth; 11 she was sick and nervous 11 • She sped in her car and 
played ca rd.s ·t o forget. Mother was cons ide red · extremely 
nervous, disturbed, vague and detached, speaking in circles , 
demanding and incoherent. She demanded . that Sumner be p laced 
in a boy's school where he'd get disciplil'le. She ins-isted 
tha t he is the cause of all her troubles. 11 Children today 
no da:nLn good, will drive anyone c razy, teachers have a right· 
t o beat them!"- "Iwant rrry boy placed. Iam .. sickandner-
vous. I lost ten pounds. He won 't mind. 11 ::lhe wants no more 
babies. 11 I am too old. 11 Her daughter doesn 't make her ner-
vous because she minds; "she is a perfect ladytt. 
Ln t e rp re tat ion 
Here again the pattern of reject ion and neglect is s im-
ilar in both generat ions. Jenny's mgrn was totally indiff e r -
ent to Jenny's problems , to her needs . She was not overly 
host ile to Jenny, she just didn ' t rea lly want her around. 
"She is a child and she has to run around~ 11 In defending 
Jenny, she is defending her own lack of concern; she dis -
claims all responsibility for her . 
Jenny seems to l1ave had no stable mother to receive love 
from , to identify with and take over any standards. She runs 
completely wild as a youngster, seems to have a b3 olu t ely no 
foundation in the way of a solid personality foundation or 
sense of responsibility to pave the way to maturity and event-
ual motherhood. It is not known how she feels about her 
mother, but the effects of her mother's indifference can be 
seen on her behavior. 
When she marries she has two children whom she neglects. 
She is openly annoyed by, and host; ile to, Sumner; has been 
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since t1;is birth, got rid of hi.m as s oon as she could. He was 
t oo much of a responsibility for her, he almost made mo ther 
have a nervous breakdown . It was as if his actual birth made 
mother aware of her total lack of rea.diness and incompetence 
for motherhood . She cannot stand h im around because he won 't 
mind her, she can at least stand her daughter because she 
minds. Pas ically her own early relations hip, or lack of re -
lationship, with her own mother has not g iven her anything in 
the way of solid foundation for her own development or for 
later motherhood . She places all responsibility for con-
trolling Sunmer onto a scho ol, just as her own mother blamed 
Lancaster for not changin g Jenny . 
case II I : cases VI I I and VI I Ia - Mgm, rejecting , dominant, 
neglect; M, reject:L.""lg, dominant , neglect . 
Margaret J . was referred to the clinic at age 18 in 1936 
by the Children ' s Aid Association . Her I . Q. . is 110 , religion , 
Protestant . She had lived with her mother and step father up 
to 1934 at which time she had been removed from the horne be -
cause of abuse and neglect . S ince that time she has been in 
five foster homes . 
Margaret has been stealing from her mothers i..nce she was 
a little girl. In foster homes there had been considerable 
stealing and lying . She doesn ' t see this as a moral issue, 
feels she can ' t stop . She also has sudden laughing spells she 
can ' t control. She is overtall{ative and attention seekin.g . 
She talkS compulsively a bout her early life experiences in 
unusual detail, thereby repelling peop l e. She is considered 
quite immature, and unable to handle ordinary life situations . 
She is unhappy, searching for satisfaction and affection , 
sees herself as odd and unable to make friends . She has a 
great hunger for male companions hip, is felt to be the prey of 
any flattering person . She has a great barrier to fanning 
relationships with men, because of her mother's fearful teach-
i:oJ.gs a bout sex. She is cons ide red qu.ite repressed, thl'larted 
in emotional outlets, admittedly seekill.g for a father subSti-
tute, and regretting her ill.ability to meet boys casually . 
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Margaret was illegitimate. Her mother was married three 
times and Margaret was born between two of these marriages . 
Her mother was considered a paranoid psychotic . She was 
thought of as queer and hopeless by her family . She was un -
usually religious and at one time set herself up as a prac -
ticing psychologist . She was always erratic and abnormal in 
her treatment of Margaret . She made her dr•ess peculiarly, 
taught her that mov ies were vile, that boys were vile and not 
to be assoc i ated with. She sent her to school in a taxi to 
avoid contact with boys. She examill.ed Ma r gare t's genitals 
periodically to see if she we re 11 pure 11 • She never allowed her 
to play with other ch il d ren, was afraid she 1 d become contamin-
ated, and s h e berated othel" people in the neighborhood • . She 
would not let Margaret go anywhere herself or think for her-
self. She punished her severly if She didn ' t do her work , she 
made Marga ret pray for guidance to become a better g irl. She 
abused Margaret; evidences of s c ratching and bitin g we re 
found . She left the home untidy a nd cluttered; She gave evi-
dences of bein g a deranged personality . She completely dom-
i..nated the home s itua.t ion; step father was out of the p ictu r e, 
h e was spineless and allowed mother to dominate h im . 
Margaret has always been in conflict about he r mother; sh 
fe els some tie, yet i s ashame d of her home, resents mother f or 
t h e ·way s .he was brought up, fee l s retarded in her a bility to 
make social conta cts. Her tie to mother is one of du ty and 
o bliga tion rather t han affe ction; she wants to ge t rid of 
mother and her influence , y et wants to do someth in g for her . 
She feels that she has never received any affection from mo t he • 
However , she allowed hers elf to be brought up res t riot ively , 
a ccepting mot her ' s tea chill.g'S witho ut question. She could 
never see her step father as des i rea ble as a father, wants to 
change her name to her own fathe r's • 
Margaret was seen for psycho therapy extensive l y , f i rst by 
a ma le psychiatrist, later by a female case worker . I-t; was 
felt t.b...a t she was able to make good use of therapy , gradually 
unde rstanding her insecurity, stealing , lying , drive for de -
penden cy , difficulty in mak in g heterosexual contact, her ten -
dency to drive people away from her . 
Whil e still under case vvork ti•aatment , she married a man 
she convinced herself she was in love with. She made a sudden 
de cision to marry him , regretted it on her wedd i ng day . Her 
fiance threatened su icide if ::ne didn ' ·t; marry him , and so she 
did . He seemed promising and thou ghtful at first , but drank 
hea vily after they we re married . They were divorced Ln. 19 44 . 
- - - ·- -------------
Margaret brought her own son Hichard in for treatment in 
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1946. He is eight year·s old, his I.Q. is 130, he is catholic . 
(Father was catholic .) He lives with his mother and f ive year 
old bpothe r . 
In 1942 V'Ihile motlwr still kept up her orig inal contact 
with the clinic, she had Ric:nar•d seen for treatment because 
of eneuresis and acute mas tu rbation . His masturbation had 
begun a t fifteen months when mother had cont:i.nually taken him 
into bed with her , and he had begun to masturbate agains t her . 
His eneures is h.J-<:J.d begun at three, at the birth of his r)rother . 
He had also had temper outbu rsts , silly behavior . However , 
his behavior improved as mother'e hand l in g improved . Mother 
had wanted placement a t the time, but this plan "b.ad not mater-
ialized . 
Tn 1946 mother agaLn referred ~( ichard to the clinic for 
stealin g , lying, bedwetting, playing with matches . He is 
sullen and unhappy with occasional temper outbursts. He is 
basically a passive child, fearing punishment, but surly when 
criticized. He carries a chip on his shoulder, an air of re -
sentment to the world . It was felt that he was a passive chil( 
s t r•ongly identified with this mo ther and in conflict with this 
identifica·bion and about his positive feelings for his mothe r. 
Mothel' 1 s pregnaiJ.cy with Hichard ~'las unplanned and she 
cons ide red abort in g . She was in cons is tent with him as a baby , 
had high standards for hLm . •.i hen he was small , she considered 
placi.ng hir.a and go ing t o work. Mother had been concerne d 
a bout hiS masturbation s.nd ene u:ces is, thinkin g it affected 
the size of his penis , She told irvorker , · "It ' s too big, I fee l 
sorry f o r the g irl he 1 s go in.g to :~na rry . 11 She l ets the boy 
sleep with her , "just to keep warm" , be comes defensive when 
c ritized . 
Since her divol"ce from father in 1944, she has be en work-
in g to support the children, 2.nc1 gives Richard il1adequate 
supervision . S.he knows she handles hLm poorly , comes home 
from work and is cross vi Uh him . She feels gu ilty a bout this 
but justif'ies herself . She objects to the n eighbors talking 
of her inadequate supervision. ::>he wants to do a good job 
with the children :ll1 return for wha t people have done for her. 
::>he can ' t handle Richard , but can handle hiS brother as he is 
s weeter and more docile t hs.n Richard. She feels p l acement is 
the only solution for Richard . It was felt that m.ot~1er was 
al·ternately rejecting and seductive v1ith RiclJE:Lrd . 
Ricb?-.rd defies his mot hcn· , uses abusive langua ge to her , 
just as father did . He complains about her temper and frus -
trations of him . 
Interpretation 
In these t wo cases the repetition of reject ion, domi.n-
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ance and ne glect a x•e not really as clear af! was t he pat C; ern of 
reje ct ion and neglect in the tHo prev ious cases . The pattern 
of rejectiion, domil1ance and ne glect seems fairly obvious il1. 
mg.rn 1 s treatment of Marga r•et in the form of fairly psy cho_"Gic 
behavior . Mother ' s rejection of Rich...ard is not so clear , out 
she canno t accept him as a child, can love him only s educ -
t ively to meet her own needs; s he vv is hes to dom inate hi_m - is 
una ole to, as s he can his brother. She feels that placement 
is the only solution ; she neglects him , g ives him inadequate 
sunervis ion . 
IVI. ' s relationship with mgm is clearly reflected in m' s 
personality, and some of its effects a11 e carried over to her 
relationship with her• child and her handling of him . 
M. ass irnil~ted many of m' s fearful teachings of sex , 
allowed herself to be brought up restrictively - rebels by 
stealing from her . She takes over her mother ' s concept i on of 
her - sees he1-.self as odd , different, vil e and contaminated .. 
She is in conflict about mgm and herse lf , feels some tie of 
duty out wants to rid hers elf of IDF:f11 ' s influence , and b;y the 
same token, wishes to be rid of some of her feelir~t;'S abou t 
herself . She is continua lly seel{il1g affection ; she never had, 
especially from men - but at the s ame time is il1 conf l e c t 
about men and sex , due to mgm ' s teachings . 
In her relationshi p with Richard , she carries over many 
of her unreso lved conflicts . ;:)he is unabl e t o g ive him love; 
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she never received her-s elf even though she wis hes to. She 
ca n love him only sedu ctively - in an attempt to ga :i..J.1. some of 
the affect ion s he missed, bu. t not real l y g ivin g h.i.rn the aff e c-
t ion a child needs. She provokes h is sexua l behavior - seems 
attra ct ed to his sexuality - yet reje cts t h is in him . part of 
her earl y fea rs about sex a nd J.1.ostilit y a re ca rr i ed o ver into 
her rejecting and seductive re l a tionship with her own son. 
Tw o cases of S :L.'11 ila rit·y in Feeling and Dif fe ren ce in Handlin g . 
case IV: case I and I a - Ivlgm , a ccevtan t ( ambiv) , indulgent, 
ove r - protective ; M, acceptant ( ambiv) , dom :i..J.1.an t, 
casual. 
Miriam was referred to t he clinic at age 17 . 6 in 1940 by 
the Council of Jewis h Women. Her· I. C:2 . is 145, her religion, 
Jewish. She lives with h er mot her and five older brothers in 
an ol d. fashioned orthodox home. Her rather dese r ted mother 
when Miriam was eight and went to live with another woman. Her 
brothe l"S s upp o:.."t t h e family . 
Miriam was referr e d for study because of genera l behavior 
problems, especially in re gard to her family . She was cons id-
e red overl y spoiled by her mother , nev e r punished till t wo 
years a go. Now she is overly demand in g , selfish, self - center-
ed , stubborn. She refuses to assume any financial responsibi-
ity , ass umes ·cha t everything mu.st be g iven to her by her mothe r 
a nd her brothers . S he is bitter and hard, feels apart from 
the family, considers h ers elf 11 emancipated11 • Some ·t imes she is 
unhappy and self accusatory. She has be en havin g sexual rela-
tions 1ivith a married man from whom she cannot tear hereelf 
away. When her father had deserted , her mothe r had s a id that 
a woman can lead a rna rried man to the ruin of his wife and 
family , and liiiriam has always reeented mother for h.er father ' s 
leavin g the home . She may be playing the role that mother 
decries . She feels that her only solution fo~ all her pro -
blems is to go to New York and ge t a job. 
Miriam' s mother is a motherly, kindly, dutiful, self -
sac r ificin g woman. She is generally unhappy, indul ges in self 
pity, in r a ls e pride in regard to taking h er husband back (he 
Yian ts to return) , dominates the fam ily by her misery. She al -
ways spoiled Miriam , a l ways wante d the best for he r, is novv 
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distressed by the girl 's demand~:: . She never scolded her till 
she was fifteen. Now she can ' t under2tand her behavior , states 
nshe has whe els in her head". She iS protec tive of the girl , 
worl~ies about her continually. She has high expectations of 
her , continually nags her wi th, "I want to be proud of you , 
you are my only daugh·ter" . She continually complains to her 
sons a boll t lV1 iriam. 
:Miriam is very ambivalent about her mother; she respects 
and adm i res he1~, ye t r esents her for her nagging and complain-
ilJ.g, and reproaches her for not being able to hold on to her 
husband . She is bored with her faraily, feels he r home is a 
"house with just rooms 11 , that there is nothing to hold it to-
gether . She feels guilty about her behavior towa rd her mo ther, 
bu·t justifies her reactions with , 11 I n ever asked to be born" . 
She cannot confide in her mother. She has separated hers elf 
from her family, maintains an air of superiority over them, 
even though she ma i ntains complete dependence on them. To 
have her own way she will becmne hysterical or ill. Although 
she is stu bbom and can 1 t be reached through commands, it was 
felt that she could be reached through reason and kindness. 
She misses her fat her , bl ames her mother - states that she felt 
"deprived" when he left . 
Ivliriam was seen for five h1terviews with t i1.e psychiat rist 
and then helpe d to f i..nd a job in New York. While in N. Y. 
s !:le ma intained contact with the clil'lic by letter. She was 
quite homesick in N. Y. 
Ln 1947 , Miriam referred her only child , PP.rry age 5 .6, 
to the clinic for psychological testing . Mir i am had separ-ated 
from her husband when Earry was two; he supports the child 
and sees him occasionally . Mother works and be cause of this 
she wants to pla ce BJ.rry in a school. She v~ants him tested 
so that she can place him in a school in keepin g with his cap -
acities . She want ed him seen f or testing only, and backed 
away from any further clinic service . She wants to be ilJ.de -
pendent while still young and doesn ' t vH:tnt Earry with her if 
she ' s going to be cross vvith him when she c omes home from work . 
B:trry vvas found to be a charmin g , sociable youngster , 
not afraid of people . It wa s fe lt; that he .had a higher I . Q. 
than he actually tested. He was havin.g l earning d i fficulties 
because he was trying too hard to please his mother and l{eep 
her affection; she was pushing hirn to be bright. He also 
seemed afr>aid of pbys ical combat; his mother has pu.shed hirn to 
tlst rike back if children fight with him", s:na seems afraid 
of havin g PP.rrry too close to her . She handles hi!n with a 
l i ght touch a.nd sweet manner . The child i s attached to mother, 
does n ' t wan t to go away . No further contac t was had at the 
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clinic, and no fu rti.J.er infonnation on mother ' s relations h ip 
to Earr"J Vias g iven . 
Interprets. t ion 
It woul d seem t ha t Miriam received some love from her 
mothe r , e ven thol1.gh of an a mbivalen t nature; her mother lived 
throu gh her , pus hed her to be come s omethin.g so that she could 
be proud of he r . She indu l ged her even tho u gh underlyin g 
this was a sort of dorrd.nance, a nd s he tried to keep her c los e 
to hers ide. Miriam t oo seems to h.a.ve s ome basic affection 
for her child; thou gh she is i..n conflict about t h is, wants in-
dependence and is afraid to keep the child too clos e to her. 
There is some rejection present in each re l at ions hip . How -
ever, Ivlir iam pushes the boy to be bright; s h e reverses her 
mother ' s indulgent handling , bu t by the same token , s he ls re -
peatLng her mother ' s dominance in pushin g her to become some-
thing. She treat;s t he boy casually , and with a light touch, 
a sort of re versal of he r mother ' s clinging behavio r. In her 
different handlin g of Barr-.r, t here is still s omething of her 
rela tions h i p with her own mother . It is as if she is reject -
ing her mother ' s trea tment of her in her fear of ke epin g the 
boy too close, continuin g her early eman cipation , and yet has 
identified wit h her mother .il1. pushing the c h ild . ·r:here is 
rea l ly not enough e vidence in the record to be really sure of 
wha t Miriam ' s relationship with her child is . 
Some of the effects of Miriam ' s re l at ions h ip with her 
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mother can be seen :in her ovm personality development. a he 
has been totally :indulged and grows u.p feel:ing t ha t she can 
take a l l that is due her without; hav:ing to make an effort her-
self. Her rebellion iS the extreme protest of an adolescent 
trying to emancipate herself, with reason, but not in act .. 
She still ma:i.nta:ins corJplete dependence on her family . cihe is 
:i.n conflict about her mother, feels guilty about her mother's 
k:iJ.J.dness , yet resents he r s e l f - pity, resents her also for 
l osing rather of whose presence she feels deprived . Her 
affair with a married man seems to be representative of her 
rebellion against her mother , her tryLYJ.g to be "emancipated". 
In her eman c ipation however, she does not really become mature•· 
she remains dependent , feeling al l can be given to her, and 
her rebe llion is extreme be cause in a sense she is fighting 
her ovm dependency . 
when she marries, she may not really be mature enough for 
the responsibilities of marria ge and motherhood . Her marriage 
ends in d i vorce. 'rhere was no information in the record about 
her relations hip wit h her huS 1Jand . She seems to ba ve some 
love for her child , but is afraid of his being too close to 
her, and afraid to be too close to him . She stil l l ongs for 
independence, perhaps stil l fighting the s arne 1Ja ttle of inde-
pendence she fought in adolescence . S.he is not rea l ly mature 
enough to give hers elf to her son fully; she in a sense reco g-
nizes this :iJ.1. her desire to have h:L.--n placed , so that if she 
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has to work she won 1 t have to be eros s with him when she 
comes home. 
case V: cases II and IIa - Mgm, Acceptan t (ambiv ), dominant , 
over- protective - M, Acceptant (ambiv), indulgent . 
Mary ·r . was referred to the clinic at age fifteen in 1927 
by t he Juvenile Court for study. Mar-y is Italian, catholic. 
Her I.Q. is 120. She 1 ives with her parents and foL1r s i bl L"lgs 
in what are cons ide red good home conditions. 
Mar-y had stolen a coat in Filene ' s &sement "on impulse" . 
She didn ' t lmow why she had done it, felt terribly ashamed and 
~uilty after she was caught by the store detect i ve. She felt 
1 sick" for quite s omet line after the incident, couldn 1 t study, 
almost had a "nervous breakdown" . It was felt that this steal 
ing incident was apart from the usual pattern of her life, 
that there was no danger o f repeated delinquency. It vms felt 
that Mary was a girl with good "social ins ight 11 and high 
standards . She does not have many outside activities , she 
dis likes 11 moder11. parties 11 and 11 kis sing games" , e bys a way from 
boys . · 
Mary 1 s mother is described as a "nice Italian woman", 
rathe r shy and conscious of her poor knowledge of Englj_sh. She 
sa~ys that Mary has always been good , She never had to disci-
·oline her . However mother is quite protective of her, and 
fairly strict with her . . 
Mary ' s father has been fairly successful in his business, 
leads a veJ:y regnlar life . Eoth he and mb ther have high stand 
ards of honesty . He and mother ge t along well. Both he and 
mother have high ambitions for the children , want to send all 
the children to colle ge if' they are will in g . 
Mary at the time of referral, felt that her parents have 
"old world" ideas, but g ives credit to their motive of protec-
tion. She says tll..at she compromis es with her parents in these 
ideas and there is no friction. S.he didn 1 t want mother to 
ln10w of her shoplifti..ng, she vms achamed . She says, with some 
resentment, that She tries to keep the honse especially clean 
as mother is not too wel l . She doesn ' t think it ' s necessary 
"for mother to be that fussy 11 ; she objects to mother's feeling 
that she can't do anything, tries to be helpful. 
'Nhen mot her l a ter brought in her own child for treatment , 
she tellS the worker that the oldest boy in the family had beer 
the faV'orite, and that her fathel" had favored her and stood up 
for her against mother ' s restr·ictions. She states that her -
mother was old fashioned , and tried to hold heJ." down closely, 
allowed her no boyfriend.s . She grew up feelin g that she vras 
ugly, fearful of sex , but was helped to overcome these feel -
ings v-iith reaSSL1rance from her older brother . She was later 
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helped by the worker to see chat she felt restricted at h ome , 
had a hard time grow in g up , and that stea l i:.n.g the coat , wh i ch 
she des c ribedas 11 beau t i ful 11 andstole on impulse , VJas perhaps 
a symbolic eff o rt to s o lve her pl'oblems at the time . 
Mother, at the time of referr-al v1as seen for only t wo 
interviews • 
In 19 43 , lVIa r.r 1 s son, Gerald , was referred by the s chool 
to the clinic . He is eight years old , hiS r .q . is 102 . He 
lives ~·lith his parents a nd three s iblil.1. gs a t home . 
He was referred because he had stolen a bicycle and 
throvrn gr-a vel at pass il1 g busses . He had be gun to steal two 
years previously when mother was pregnant. His behavior in 
school was poor , a nd prevented him from lea rnin g ; he lied , was 
dis obe dient . \\T hen pla ced in a special class , ho ·vever, he got 
along more s moothly . 
He is an active ,dar i..ng child, likes to c;et into scrapes , 
ge ts pleasure from starting fights, says he h9.s to fight to 
protect his older brother . He is genuinely sorry when he ge ts 
into troubl e, is mu ell distressed by t :i.1B reputation he is ge t -
tin g . 
He is extremely tense and irritable in relation to his 
father . . He feels that he gets picked on by- both parents more 
than !:J. i s siblings, tb..at his parents don ' t love him . He is 
jealous of father ' s attention to mother, yet insists that he 
kiss mother as soon as he comes in t J.1.e door , and is anxious 
if there is any difference of opil.1.ion between h is parents . He 
rea cts with fear and anger when h is mothex' is brusque or angry 
a lt ho u gh the o·cher children accept t his as mother ' s natural 
manner , without fear . To get back at mother , he urinates on 
the fl oor, hitting mother iE her most vulnerable spo t, her 
insistence on cleanliness . ~l:e likes to annoy n1other by ca us-
L1g her trouble, but is afraid of making her i ll . 
Mother is very- ambivalent about psychiatric help for 
Ge:ra lc . • She feels that t he parents a re at fault , but has much 
anxiety in l"ega::."c~ to the clinic , partly due to her own experi-
Gnce there vvhich she i s still ashame d of . She is ve r-y ident i-
fied with the child :ill. h is fe eling'2 , and dramat izes as if s lJ.e 
were t;he child . , ' he tries to convince Gerald th.s1. t they love 
h im because t hey do more fo r h im and g ive h im. more than the 
other ch ild.:t•en , and because they vwrry about him . ~ ' t one time 
she t o ok him into bed with her and had a long talk with him 
about how much she loved hirn. and about how i mportant it v1as fo-
h.im to be a good boy. She tries to be good to him , g ivin g hi.rn 
more time and attent ion, and feels guilty because of his s en -
sitivity. 
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She is very upset by i1.is a ggree s ion and singl es him out 
·bo make him good . She feels she p e rhaps exaggerates h is pro -
blems by gettLng so upset 'rJIJ ~1is l a ck of cl eanliness . She 
knows she has a temper and rea cts with brus queness , and is 
sorry af terwards. 
Mother had married father il1. rebe llion to mother ' s in -
slsten ce on Italian boys . Father is " sweet and good" , but 
immature . He takes littl e res ponsib ility for the household 
and mother takes the il1itiative in improvements . He loves 
mother eo muc.1 tha t he has no room for the children, and is 
cross and irritable with them . Moth'3r claims that he adoras 
her , but can't see that he can best chow his love for her by 
be in 12: good to the children . 
(..J • • 
Mother was seen for ten mterv1ews with a social worker , 
and Gera ld rms eeen ten times b";I a psychiatrist . 
In t e r'i re t at ion 
MaFy received some love from her mother, but ambivalence 
was present in mot hei' 1 S need to restrict her and to complain 
about her not beLng able to do anythiTlg right. Her mother 
obviously brought her up with high standards of what was right 
and wron g , and Mary seems to ha ve taken these over into her-
self . ·he cannot really accept aggression in herself, cannot 
rea lly rebel against her mother 's restrictions . She must 
solve her conflict symbolically by stealin g a coat, after 
whi ch she feels extreme gu ilt, almost had a "nervous break-
down", as no doubt, impulses whichwere unacceptable to her 
came through in this stealil'lg incident . She grew up unable 
to really accept her own lmpuls es, but had some res en tmen t 
which she could admit; however , turns most of her hos tility 
inward, feeling u gly, fearful a bout sex . 
~Vhen she has a child of her o vvn , she is most fearful of 
hostility in him, muet talk to him continually about being 
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a good boy , must talk to her h.us band a bout bein g good to the 
children , must bribe and indu l ge t he boy to be good . She is 
a lso gu ilty about her own hostility to the boy, must .hide from 
hers elf her a mbivalent feelin gs a bout h:iJ:n , gu ilty because in 
his defiance he is protably expressing hostil ity she never 
could, and which ~he may provoke; s h e mus t make an over- pro -
testa t ion of her love to him . ::J.he knows she exaggerates h is 
problems by her temper, by some of he r restrict ions, aga in 
feels gu ilty about this . Mother seems to fear in Gerald what 
she fears most in herself, his hostil ity a nd defian c e . ::ihe 
seems to have some love for• h im, but cannot face her hostility 
to him, just as she could not face openly her hostility to her 
parent s . 
ThuS there is something of the old conflicts and fear€ 
developed partly in the early relations h ip . Althou gh mothe r 
handles Gerald different l y than the way her mo ther handled her 
there is something of her mother's r estrictive a t titudes 
carried over to this relationship . 
Two cases of Difference in Feeling and Difference in Handling . 
case VI: Mgm - rej ectin g (ambiv ) , dominant; M, Accepting 
( ambiv), indul gent, over- protective . 
Ruth L . was ref erred to the clini c by the Council of 
Jewish Viomen for study in 1919. Ruth is sixteen, her I.Q. is 
7 4, her relig ion, Jew is h . 
S:he lives at home , is the oldest of five siblingi3 . 
Ruth is unhappy, fe els deprived a t home . 3he feels that 
life is drab . She is disobedient, and stubborn to her mother . 
S'he resents h e r mo t her ' s domination, is not close with her . 
She res ented her mother ' s remo ving her from her friend a t one 
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time. On one occasion Ruth stole, and her parents called her 
a "thief" and a "bum" . She has one friend, an older woman, 
to whom she responds and by whose efforts she tries to be nice 
to her mothe r. Althou gh she resents her mot her, she is drivin 
herself to please her, to live up to her high expectations . He 
mother, an intelligent, superior woman, is extremely ambitious 
for Ru th, she pushes her beyond her capacities. Ruth has tak 
on her mother's ambitions for hers elf , "wants to get s orne-
where" . She graduated from grammar school and went to work in 
a factory . She is -dissatisfied with factory work, wants "high 
er type work" , feels no one would marry a factor-y girl . She 
can ' t appreciate her intellectual limitations and her ability 
is nowhere near as high as her goals . 'rhe girl was seen twice 
at the clinic , but was helped mai:.r1.ly by the efforts of this 
older friend to become more steady in her work . B.lt it was 
felt that the motivation was lapgely one of pleas -in g her. 
Father is irritated by ch ildren, uses them for wba t he can get 
out of them. 
Ruth ' s daughter, Janet, was referred to the clinic at age 
t welve in 1944 by her f amily at t he su ggestion of mother's 
above mentioned friend . She is an only child living at home 
wi t h her parents in comfortable circumstances. Her I. Q. . is 
120. 
Janet was in Court for shoplifting wit h. some friends • S 
haS done some petty stealing at home . She has been truanting 
from school . Her school wo rk is poor, she has no ambitions , 
and wants to be advanced without making an effort . Her ambi-
tions are not in keepin.g with her capacity . 
S·he is a SelfiSh, demanding g irl With no patience, de-
S ires immediate gratifica tion.of her wishes. 
Mother is deeply upset by the girl ' s behavior. r!i o ther, 
because of her unhappy childhood, had made up her mind that if 
she ever had a daughter she would have all tbf..tt she never did. 
She spoiled the girl, grat i fied her ever-y des ire , going hungry 
herself. She surrounded her with affection , vms very· proud of 
her , showing her off as "my pride and joy" . ~he wants to keep 
Janet close to her; the girl is the center of her life . ~he 
has high expectations of her , becomes angry if Janet does not 
live up to them. 
Janet feels ambivalent about her mother , wishes she were 
not so goo d to her , wis hes she did not; give so much to her 
materially . She is fon d of mother, but irritated by her , fee ls 
mother haS led a narrow and empty existence , resents her 
mother's trying to keep her close and make hers tay with her. 
She is aware of hers elf as the center around whom the family 
revo lves, and uses t h is to her advantage. However she feels 
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that she has been deceived . She rebells, wants acceptance for· 
herself as a person. Janet was seen for six interviews b-:f the 
psychiatrist and was helped to achieve s ome stability b;y- being 
placed in a boarding school . 
Interpretation 
Mother was dominated by her mother and not basically 
accep t ed for herself . She resented her mother and felt de-
prived of love and consideration . Howeve1 .... , She seemed to want 
to please her mother and to try to win her love by becomLng 
what her mother wan·ted her to be, someth:iJ.l.g She was intellec-
tually incapable of . 8he resented mother , but took over into 
herself her mother ' s high goals for her. Never able to sue -
ceed, she still had a driving force in her to prove to her 
mother tba t she was worthy of love l:r:f success, in a sense to 
get ta.ck at her mother . 
She carries this des ire out through her only daughter 
who has the intelligence that mother did not ha. ve - her "pride 
and joy" . She indulges Janet, surrounds her with affection, 
in a sense bribes her with material things so ·t;hat she Will 
become what mo ther wanted to be herself . She loves Janet but 
not really for herself; she iS using Janet as a tool for her 
own frustrated ambitions, trying to achieve through her what 
she could not achieve hers elf . She is 11 g iving her daughter al 
she never had" , so ths.t her daughter can become what she want -
ed to but couldn 1 t . Janet :i.J.yt;uit ively senses this; tts he feels 
deceived"; she recognizes the emptiness of her mother ' s life, 
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realizes that her mo"tiher is tr·,y :il1.g to live t hrough her . She 
wants acceptance for herself as a separate individual. Al -
though mother's pattern with Jane t is one of indulgence, she 
is still repeating some of the dominance of her own mother; 
she wants Janet to be come something and be comes angry if the 
girl doesn't live up to her expectations. Just as mother's 
showing Janet off is really her chance to show hers elf off, so 
Janet's not living up to i1er mother's expectations is frt..1stra-
tion for mother all over again; the same anger and hurt she 
felt when she could not live up to her own expectations, pr im-
arily her own mother 's expe ctations of hel". In a sense, 
mother, through Janet, is tr-.ring to resolve her old conflicts 
with her mother, tr-.ring to win her mother's love through suc-
cess, if not her own, then by living through her daughter . 
It would seem tha t in the second generation, the daughter 
is more loved than the mother was , but at the same time ne it he 
were loved for themselves. And although mgm was primarily 
dominant, and mother primarily indulgent, nevertheless the 
pattern of dominance underlies mother's indulgence of Janet . 
Thus, although feeling and handling are different in both 
generations, there are basic s imilarit ies . 
case VII: oases XII and XIIa - Mgm., accepting (ambiv), Ln.dul -
gent1 overp rotective; 1'11, reje cting ( ambiv ), domin-
ant. 
Helen M. was referred to the clinic at fifteen i:.t1. 1934 
by the Family Welfare Society for study prior to placement. 
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Her I.Q. is 10 2 ; she has no religion - (her mother is P rotes -
tant, her father catholic) . She lives alone with her parents 
who are fairly old . She has two older married half brothers . 
He len is considered excessively spo iled by her parents, 
who a re now unable to control he r . She has been staying up 
late a t a friend 's house, havil"lg sexual relations with a boy 
she d idn't love, but wanted t o marry , seeking gaye ty in an 
effort to esca pe from an uns at is fact ory home situation. She is 
extremely anta gonistic to her parents . She is overly romantic 
and daydreaming. She is extremely lazy , d oes no t v1an t t o go 
to school anymo re . 
Her mother has indulged Helen since s h e ~rva s a baby , a l-
ways using 11 gen t le, persuasive, coaxi..ng methods wi th he r t ha t 
led into lon g dra.wn out arguments 11 • She alwaY" s wanted He len 
to " have fun", as her own parents ne ver ga ve her "the chan ce 
to meet and compare men" . She has centered a ll her a ffe ction 
on Helen t o compensate for gaps in her' own life . She he.s ;:nade 
many sacrifices of pleasures she would like 11 for He len ' s sake" . 
t:ihe rea lizes tha·t I-Ielen is grov1:L-1g away from her and that with-
aut her , 1 if'e VI oul d be empty. 'rhere has always be en friction 
between mother and f a ther in bringing He l en up . She has used 
Helen to side agaiJ.J.St her father, and her father ins iding 
against her . She of t en protects He len ag'El.ins t her rather ' s 
abuse and cutting tongue , which he uses on mo thep and Helen . 
(Father had been a " self tau ght" independent; man who recently 
had a "stroke", and res e1J.tS his ill health and dependen cy , 
taking it out in constant c rit icsm of mother and Helen . ) 
Mother and Helen are contmually al lied a~ainst h im. When Helen 
was little, however ~ he ma6.e her his 11 pal', and used to take 
her to spo rt in g events , showin s hex• off to his friends, call -
ing her " his boy" . 
Helen is now showing adolescent r·evolt against her 
mother ' s over- protection . She states that she is exceedi-r1gly 
fond of he r mother . She dislikes her do ting , but is extreme -
ly dependent on her . She is anxiou_s . to break ~way , finds the 
home uncheerful and mother too worr-y u1 g . She J..S be g inn:li"l g 
to break away, finding fau lt with her parents. If they f:li1.d 
fault with her , she tellS them to " go to hel l 11 • In her attempt 
a t emancipation, she spends a ll her time away from home 1.r.r ith 
g'El.y f riends, daydreams continually about marr ia ge . She com-
plains most about her father , finds him d isagreeable , making 
l ife uncomfort able for h e r and her mother; she states that when 
she was a child she was fond of him . In later years , 'N hen she 
brings her own child to the clinic, she des c r i bes her father 
as an 11 insens it i ve, aggress ive, puritanica l 11 man , and her 
mother a s overly indulgent . She states that she used t o be 
like her mother , but now she ' s looking out for hel"Belf . 
when Helen vms studied a t the clinic, placement was re -
com.rnended . Family Welfare S ociety worked With the fam ily 
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tovm rd this goal, but mother never pen::nitt ed it . Helen was 
married one year la·cer. 
In 1947, Helen, on the advice of her doctor, brought her 
son Thomas to the clinic . Thomas is age t we lve, hiB I.Q. . is 
112 . He lives with his mother and step father and one half 
brother , t wo years old . The family l ives in a rooming house 
of eighteen people; T-Ie len ' s parents live in the home. - A woman 
f riend of Helen's aleo lives there with h e r thirteen year old 
daught er . 
Mother claims she married to get a way from her own fathe r 
Her .husband was a weak , irresponsibl e perSon who deserted 
mother periodically . He left for good when 'rhomas was three , 
a.nd mothex· searched f o r h im wit:;hout su cc ess , fi..nally found his 
'iV he rea bouts and brought h:iJn to Court on a poly gamy cha Pge; he 
was imprisoned . Mother was remarried to step father in 19 43 , 
when Thomas was eight. Step fathel~ i s a d ep endable, hs.rd 
working man nho doesn't s atisfy mo ther. Althou gh Sh e " ha tes" 
her firs t 11.us band, she has never rea.lly given him up. It was 
felt tba t mother haS never found a hmnan being to meet a ll of 
her needs; she deva lues men - husbands , lovers, male children . 
Mother feels that 'rhomas has always been unhappy. At 
three he started to wander away from home; at five he began to 
he.ve nightmares . He wa l ks Ln his sleep , shaking a nd mumbling. 
At seven he started stealing; at ten he had ne r vo us ti cs. All 
his probl ems were accentuated by the birth of his brother . He 
is a n extreme l~r demandin g child , al'Nays wanting "more m.oney , 
more mo vies , more food 11 • He eats vociferously . He makes 
threats t ha t h e will n ot come home, t ha t he Will die . His 
play is grt:resome, he makes guillo t i n es and gal lows, k illing 
off his brother's toys. 
(Thomas was considered a submissive child by the psychi-
atris t, constricted, and unable to make the s i.mplest dec i-
s ions • He seems 'che vw rld as a 11 dangerous 11 place. He bas 
grea t anxieties about being left by his mother - she did board 
him when she was divorced from father - and he fi ghts these 
anxieties by extremely aggressive fantasies and play, havb~g 
resulting anxiety from this aggression . He has marked am bi•Ja-
lence to his mother, because of his feminine identification 
with her, · and because of his hostility to her; he ·sees her as 
a person who devalues him.) 
Mother states that she vvas a child when she married, she 
didn ' t understand 'Ehomas as a bab-,r, and treated him like a 
doll . S'he did...n. 1 t get .close to Thomas , can 1 t tell wha t he 1 s 
thinkin g . She wants him to see a psychiatrist novv so that he 
won't 11 be a nut like his father" . 
She is the onl~r consistent person in his life, but she 
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varies between acceptance and reje ction. \Vhen he misbehaves 
she punishes him by more chores and deprivation of praise. She 
has little interest in him at times, varies between calling 
him "darling" in a sensual way and leaving him alone in the 
dark parlor ivhile she entertains her friends . She seems to 
want to bring up a dependable m9.S cul ine child, but on the othe 
hand , doesn 1 t allow this; she wants a lov iJ.l.g, s u brnis s ive child 
she can dominate. She identifies with him in his submissive-
ness - says that's the way she used to be. She has little 
interest in him as a child, prefers her friend's dau ghter and 
thinks of her as her ovm . She seems unh.appy until she would 
have a daughter . 
Interpretation 
Helen's mother indulged her and lived through her, would-
n' t let her grow up. Helen grows up with all her needs met , 
except that of basic acceptance for herself; her mother lives 
through her. Helen develops no rea l sense of responsibility, 
she is extremely dependent on her parents and is fi ght in g this 
dependence in herself by extreme rebellion. She i s used to 
taking and not giving; f urthermore , the one ·t;hing she has not 
received is real acceptance. She grows up continually seeking 
for people to meet; this unfulfilled need, and unable to really 
give herself . She recognizes that she was a child when 
Thomas was born; she could not really be a mother to him . · She 
cannot love him as a child, only seductively to receive grati-
fication of her own needs. Other;vise she ignores him; she 
wants a loving child to domi.J.J.ate, one who will meet her needs, 
one who s e needs she really doesn't have to meet . She will not 
be fulfilled until she has a daughter, possibly so that she 
can live throu gh this daughter . However, she cannot really 
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give of herself as a mother , she iS t oo used to taking . Added 
to this is a hostility to men , and possibly some masculine 
identification. She prefers h e r woman friend, she could be 
loved by her father when she was his "pal", his "boy" . She 
is allied with her against her fathe r , possibly a doptin g some 
of her mother's hostility to him, which she carries over into 
her relationship with her husbands and her child . 
In this case , only a few of the effects of mother ' s re-
lationship with her own mothe r can be seen in her own person-
ality development , and it's effects on her·relationship with 
her child are of a fairl y speculative nature . Mother's im-
ma ·l;urity , which expresses itself in her relationship with her 
son can be seen however. 
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Chapte r VII 
S1JMMARY AND CON CLU"S IONS 
In this thesis , the writer has in.vestigated the relation-
ship of two gene rat ions of mothers '1'1 ith their children, who 
wex•e seen at the Judge Bstker Guidance Center from 1918 - 1947. 
Fifteen pairs of cases were studied - the total number of such 
cases seen . One pair was not usable for comparison of the 
mother-child relationship as there was no information on the 
maternal grandmother's attitudes . 
In general, the purpose of this thesis was to study the 
carr-y over of maternal attitudes from one generation to the 
next . 
Four general questions were asked : 
1 . What were the attitudes of the ma terrnal grandmotihers 
to the mo thers, when they were children? 
2. What were the attitudes of the mothers to their own 
children when they were later studied at the clinic? 
3 . How is the mother ' s relationship with maternal grand-
mother reflected in her own personality and in her pePcept ion 
of her child? 
4, How could this be seen in her handling of the child? 
Attitudes were classified in terms of basic attitude or 
feeling for t;he child, and in ·tierms of basic patterns of hand-
ling of the child. The classifications used in the feeling 
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area were rejectil.l.g or accepting, and the term ambivalence wa s 
annexed when inconsistency seemed to be present. The classi-
fications used to describe handling were: dominant, democratic, 
indulgent and over-protective, casual, neglectful. 
Certain limitations of the study were mentioned- (see 
Chapter II) - and the findin gs of the study must therefore be 
limited and cons idered in light of these limitations. 
The writer will first summarize the findings which answer 
the first two questions . 
1. Wha t were the mater·nal grandmother 's attitudes to the 
mother? 
2. What were the mother 's attitudes to the children? 
Implied therein is compa rison of attitudes which shall 
also be s urmnarized. 
From studying the maternal attitudes of the first genera-
tion, i t was found that six mgms were basically accepting, 
eight; were basically rejecting. A few of the rejecting mgrns 
were ambivalent; all the accepting ones were . This ambiva-
lence took the form of guilt, self justification, incomplete 
acceptance of m. as she was, and covered some degree of re -
ject ion. 
Handling in t hese cases assumed various combinations: 
indulgent over-protective, neglect, dominant neglect, dominant; 
over-protection, dominant casual, dominant alone. Democratic 
handling was not observed. 
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In the second generation, five mothers were basically 
accepting, but ambivalen·t; nin.e mothers were basically reject -
ing, some of them ambivalent . Handling also took various 
forms: neglect, indulgent over-protective, indulgent alone, 
dominant alone, dominant casual. 
In both generations, the rejection and acceptance were 
sometJmes different to determine, sometimes Here seen through 
severe handling of the child, sometimes by the feelin.g tones. 
The patterns of handling which were most clearly observable 
were neglect and indulgent over-protection. 
When t;he att:;itudes of both generations were compared, it 
was found that there were seven cases in which both feeling 
and handlil1.g were s irnilar or repeated; four cases in which 
feeling was s iinilar and handling was different ; three cases 
in which both feeling and handling were different. Thus, in 
eleven out of fourteen cases the mothers seem to have for the 
children the same primary feeling of love or hate that the 
maternal grandmot:;hers had for them . In seven of these cases, 
they also handled their children as they were handled; in 
four of them they handled them d ifferently. In three cases 
the mothers were able to accept the children when they had 
been rejected, or vice versa, and also handled them differ-
ently. 
It would seem in the majority of these cases that there 
wa s a tendency for basic attitudes or feelings of love or hate 
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to repeat themselves in the second generation , whereas hand-
ling is similar in only half the cases. Nevertheless in all 
cases, whether classified as similar or different, some simi-
larities and differences were always present . One example of 
similarity underlying a diffe r ence in pa ttem is the follo w-
ing: A mother domina ted by mgm indulges her own child, but at 
the same t;ime an under·lying dominance - pushing the child by 
bribery - can be observed. 
However , from such a small number of cases, and with such 
rough tools of research, it would seem impossible to draw any 
conclusions about the repetition of maternal attitudes in two 
generations. It would seem that some carry over of basic 
similar fee l ings to the second generat ion might occur, es -
pe cially as seen in three pairs of cases where extreme reject-
ion and extreme neglect were repeated in the second genera -
tion . One might speculate whether the capacity to g ive love 
to a ch ild depends on having received it. But this is specu-
lative and woul d have to be determined f rom a much larger 
sampling of cases. 
The writer will now summarize her findings in answer to 
questions three and four . These findings are based on the 
data on maternal attitudes , and on the case interpretations. 
The questions were: How is the mother 's relationship with 
ma ternal granfuaother reflected in her own personality and in 
her percept ion of her child? How could this be seen in her 
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handling of the chil d? 
fW' perception of the child is meant: does the mother 
perceive her child as a loved or hated object - ie, what is the 
b · f 1 · f th chl".ld?. as J..c ee_mg or .e The feeling is often observed in 
the way in which the mother handles the child. 
'rhus, the fiJ.J.dings on mater-nal a ttitudes would demonstrate 
how a mother, having experienced certain kinds of relat ions h ips 
with her own mot her, perceives her child and handles him. 
In Summary : 
Two mgms were a c cepting indulgent o_ver-protective. One 
of the mothers {the daughter of one of these mgrns) , basically 
accepted her child with ambival en ce, but expressed this accept-
ence in dominant casual handling. 'rhe other m. rejected her 
child , and expressed this rejection in dominance. 
Two mgrns were acceptant ~ominant over-protective. One m. 
ac cepted her ch ild ambivalently express iJ.1. g this in indulgence, 
and one m. rejected her child, showing this in neglect. 
Four mgms were rejecting neglectful. Thi'ee ms were also 
x•ejecting of their children, expressing this in neglect. One m. 
was reje cting, but expressed this in dominance. 
Two mgms were rejecting dominant :e-eglectfu~ . The ms were 
also re j e c t L.'1. g and expres sed this in dominance and neglect. 
One mgrn vms !'e jectin~ ?:ominant. The m. was accepting but 
ambivalent toward the child, aJ.J.d expressed this in indulgence 
and over-pi'otection. 
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One mgm was a?cepting dominant. The m. was also accept -
ing and expressed this in dominance. 
One m@ll was accepting dominant casual. The m. was 
accepting , express i:n.g this in dominance and casualness. 
From these findings, no generalizations can be made about 
how a particular kind of mother-child relations hip leads to a 
particular perception of the child which is expressed in cer-
tain kinds of handling. More cases where the original 
mother- child relations hip was the same woul d ba ve to be stud-
ied to determine the answers to these quest ions of percept ion 
of and handling of the child in the second generation . 
However, from the more detailed case studies, certain 
tenta tive observations - which might be investi~ted further -
can be made~ 
1. The effect of total lack of love and indifference of 
the mgrn tom could be seen in them's personality , in her in-
ability to develop any solid foundations based on love or 
identification , any standards or sense of responsibility; this 
was reflected in s i:milar reject ion in the second generation , 
a lack of responsibility for the child, a basic des ir•e not to 
have the child around, and could be observed in maternal 
neglect and li1competence. 
2 . The general effects of rejection, sometimes ambiva-
lence and dominance by the mgm . can be seen in. the person-
ality of the m. - her development of conflicts about herself -
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her taking over into herself some of her mothers hostile feel-
ings, and her expectations of her , her struggle with these 
conflicts , her inability to resolve them in hers elf , her 
attempt to later solve them t hrough her child; this is r e-
flected in her inability to really love her child as a child, 
her seeking love from the child she never rec e ived, her pro-
jection of her ovm fears about herself onto her chil d, ie. 
fears of sexuality or of hos tiility t ha t s h e has never resolved 
in herself; t h is can be seen in her attempts to use the ch ild 
to express and f ulfill some of her own unfulfilled wishes and 
ambitions , her punishment of the child for things she fears in 
herself . 
3 . The general effects of ambivalent ac ceptance and Ln-
dul gen ce by mgp1, can be seen i:.11. the m1 s pe r sonality; the 
mother never rea lly develops into a ma ture individual, s he is 
a per-son too use d to takin g to be able to g ive; she is still 
fi ghtin g her extreme dependence in over rebellion; with her 
child, she is unable t;o be really ma ture, she tries to love 
the child, but cannot fully; she cannot be a r ea l mother and 
a ccep t responsibility for her child, as she still craves de-
pendency, and is neurotically fi ghting for dependency - still 
seeking to fulfill her own needs, desp ite the child. 
These general o bservations , drawn from this study though 
somewhat speculative and l:linited, would se em to follow along 
with Gordon Hamilton's stat ement that "seve re neurotics and 
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neurotic characters perhaps function leas t well as parents 
1 
especially when the "repetitive care" of their neurosis gets 
in the way of, or is actually worked out through and on their 
. l 
chJ.ldren . 
The findings of this study point up some evidence for 
the 11 repetitive care" of the neul"'OS is, developed party, early 
in the r elationship with the maternal grandmother , and carried 
throu gh by the mother to the relations hip with her own child . 
Broader but more specific studies, as described earlier in 
this chapter , might investigate t his problem more thoroughly . 
1 Hamilton, Gordon , ~ Cit ., p . 277 
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APPEND LX 
SCHEDULE 
I: First Genex'ation - Mother, when seen as a child patient 
1. Name 
2. Age 
3. Date of Referral 
4 . Intelligence 
5. Religion 
6. Economic, Social, Cultural Eackground 
7. Place of Residence 
8. Place and Number in Family 
9. ·Source of Referral 
10. Problem for Which Referred - Describe. 
11. Personal ity -Describe 
12. Mothe r 's Attitude Toward Maternal Grandmother - Describe 
13. Mother 's Attitude '1'oward Maternal Grandfather- Describe 
14. Mother 's Attitude Toward Siblings - Describe Briefly 
15. :Maternal Grandmother's Attitude 'r oward Mother - Describe 
16. Maternal Grandfather 's At titude Toward Mother - Describe 
17• Maternal Grandmother's a nd Mat;ernal Grandfather 's Rela-
tionship to Each Other - Describe Briefly 
18. Services Rendered - Treat;ment or Study 
II: Second Generation - Child 
1. Name 
2. Age 
3. Date of Referral 
4 . Intelligence 
5. Religion 
6. Economic, Social, Cultural &ckgl"ound 
7 • Place of Residence 
8. Place and Number in Family 
9. Source of Referral 
10. Problem for which Referred - Describe 
11. Personality - Describe 
12~ Child's Attitude to Mpther - Describe 
13. Child's Attitude to Father - Describe 
14. Child's Attitude to Siblings - Describe Briefly 
15. Mother's Attitude to Child - Describe 
16. Mother's Attitude to Other Siblings - Describe Briefly 
17. Father's Attitude to Child - Desc ribe Briefly 
18. Mother's Relationship With Father- Describe 
19. Services Rendered - Treatment or Study 
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Correspondence of Thesis Case Numbers With Clinic case Numbers 
Thesis Case Numbers Clinic case Numbe rs 
I 
- - - -
7066 
II 
- - - - - - - - - -
~ 
- 5753 
III 
- - - - - - 3374 
IV 
- - - - - - 3567 
v 
- - - - - - - - - -
4734 
VI 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- 469 
VII 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1064 
VIII 
- - - - - - - - - - -
9715 
IX - - - - - - - - - - - - 8777 
X 
- - - - - -
1443 
XI 
- - - - - - - 1610 
XII 
- - - - 2·553 
XIII 
- - -
8305 
XIV 
- - - - - - 2086 
XV 
- - - - - - - -
- - - - 6478 
Ia 
- -· - - - - - -
14324 
IIa 
- -
13315 
IIIa 
- - -
13862 
IVa - - - - - 12918 
va 
- - - - -
- - 12984 
VIa 
- - - - - - - - -
7676 
VIIa. 
- -
-
- - - - - - - -
13224 
VIIIa 
- - - - - - - - - - -
12121 
IX a 
- - - -
- - - - -
14253 
xa 
- - - 13087 
xia 
- - - - - - - - - - -
11384 
XIIa 
- - - - - - -
11336 
XIIIa ... 
- -
- - - - - -
13516 
xiva - - - 11622 
xva - --- 14006 
